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11. IntroductionThe modern computing environment is becoming increasingly distributed. The seman-tics of components of open distributed systems is in its infancy. The main features of anopen distributed system are that new components can be added, existing components canbe replaced, and interconnections can be changed, largely without disturbing the function-ing of the system. Components have no control over the components with which they mightbe connected. The behavior of a component is locally determined by its initial state andthe history of its interactions with the environment through its interface. The internal stateof a component must only be accessible through operations provided by the interface.The actor model of computation has a built-in notion of local component and interface,and thus it is a natural model to use as a basis for a theory of open distributed computation.The actor model was originally proposed by Hewitt [13]. Actors are self-contained, concur-rently interacting entities of a computing system. They communicate via message passingwhich is asynchronous and fair. Actors can be dynamically created and the topology ofactor systems can change dynamically. The actor model is a primitive model of computa-tion, but nonetheless easily expresses a wide range of computation paradigms. It directlysupports encapsulation and sharing, and provides a natural extension of both functionalprogramming and object style data abstraction to concurrent open systems [1, 2].1.1. OverviewIn this paper we present a study of a particular actor language. Our actor language isan extension of the call-by-value lambda calculus that includes (in addition to arithmeticprimitives and structure constructors, recognizers, and destructors) primitives for creatingand manipulating actors. Our approach is motivated by a desire to bridge the gap betweentheory and practice. The semantic theory we develop is intended to be useful for justify-ing program transformations for real languages, and to formalize intuitive arguments andproperties used by programmers.In our model we make explicit the notion of open system component through the notionof an actor con�guration. An actor con�guration is a collection of individually namedconcurrently executing actors, plus two collections of actor names that explicitly de�ne theinterface to the environment. Following the tradition of [22, 23, 18, 10, 11] we developthe semantics in two stages. The �rst stage consists in giving an operational semantics foractor con�gurations. In the second stage various notions of equivalence are investigated,both of expressions and of con�gurations. The operational semantics extends that of theembedded functional language in such a way that the equational theory of the functionallanguage is preserved, giving rise to a rich set of equational reasoning principles. There arealso numerous equational laws that relate to actor computations, for instance allowing twoadjacent message send operations to be permuted.The operational semantics of actor con�gurations is de�ned by a transition relation oncon�gurations. An important aspect of the actor model is the fairness requirement: messagedelivery is guaranteed, and individual actor computations are guaranteed to progress. Wemake the fairness requirement explicit in our semantics by requiring in�nite sequences oftransitions on actor con�gurations to be fair.



2We study two notions of equivalence: observational and interaction. Two expres-sions/con�gurations are said to be observationally equivalent if they give rise to the sameobservations, suitably de�ned, inside all observing contexts. This notion is closely related totesting equivalence [8]. Observational equivalence provides a semantic basis for developingsound transformation rules for expressions. Although fairness makes some aspects of rea-soning more complicated, it simpli�es others. Many intuitively correct equations fail in theabsence of fairness. We prove that in the presence of fairness, the three standard notionsof observational equivalence collapse to two. Two con�gurations are said to be interactionequivalent if they behave the same considered as black box devices. Interaction equivalenceimplies observational equivalence. The converse is an open problem.As a �rst step towards an algebra of operations on actor con�gurations, we de�ne acomposition operator on con�gurations. Composition is associative, commutative, has aunit, and is and interaction equivalence is a congruence with respect to composition. Thisallows large complex con�gurations to be studied in parts and composed to form the fullsystem. Unlike most notions of modularity and composability, which are static, the notionswe de�ne are fundamentally dynamic ones that allow for the interface between componentsto evolve over time.OutlineThe remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section wedescribe the actor model of computation in more detail. x2 gives the syntax and operationalsemantics of our actor language. In x3 we study the notion of observational equivalence foractor expressions. In x4 we state a variety of basic equational laws along with an intuitiveexplanation of how these laws are established. In x5 we consider actor con�gurations. Weestablish a composability result, de�ne notions of equivalence, relate these to expressionequivalence. In x6 we give some simple examples of equivalences between con�gurations andshow how these may be established. In x7 we develop methods for establishing expressionequivalence, and use these methods to prove the laws of x4. x8 summarizes the highlightsof this paper, and discusses related and future work.1.2. The Actor Model of ComputationIn this subsection we discuss the principles underlying the actor model of computation,compare it to other models, and illustrate programming in our actor language. See [1] formore discussion of the actor model, and for many examples of programming using them.1.2.1. The Actor PhilosophyThe early work on Actors [12, 13, 14, 3, 4, 5, 16, 17] proposed some fundamentalprinciples:� Every object is an actor; this includes messages and numbers.� No actor can be operated on, looked at, taken apart or modi�ed in anyway except bysending a message to that actor requesting it perform the operation itself.� The only thing that happens in an actor system is an event, which consists of an actorreceiving a message.



3� An actor can send many messages at the same time but can only receive them one ata time. In other words the arrival order is linear; while the structure of events is onlypartially ordered by the notion of one event preceding another.� Actors have a set of acquaintances, other actors it knows about and can send messagesto. This set can increase in time since the actor may create new acquaintances, and itmay also hear about them in messages it receives. These are the only ways the set ofacquaintances can increase.The key features of actor based computation, that have evolved from these guidingprinciples are:� Message passing is fundamental.� Mail delivery is guaranteed, i.e. fairness.� There is arrival-order non-determinism in message delivery.� Actors are history sensitive shared objects.� Resource allocation and interconnection topology are dynamic.1.2.2. Related Models of ConcurrencyWe compare the actor model with three related models of concurrency: CSP [15], the�-calculus [20], and Concurrent ML [25, 6]. All of these models have synchronous commu-nication as primitive instead of asynchronous communication. Synchronous communicationcan be implemented with asynchronous primitives and vice-versa, and forms of both arerequired in a realistic setting. A more important general distinction is that none of thesemodels incorporate fairness. Without fairness, speci�cations fail to compose | a processmay behave correctly in isolation, but may fail to do so in the presence of other processes(even if it is not interacting with them).The work on process algebras and the �-calculus has focused on understanding elemen-tary communications between processes, abstracting away other programming language is-sues. The CSP model assumes a �xed interconnection topology of processes, supports onlystatic storage allocation, and disallows recursive procedures. The �-calculus is to concur-rent programming as the pure �-calculus is to functional programming in the sense that itprovides a bare minimum of primitive notions: functions and function application in thecase of the �-calculus; and channels and communication in the case of the �-calculus. Likeactors, channels are dynamically created and channel names can be communicated. Unlikeactors, channels do not have state, and the �-calculus provides no form of object identity.Recently there have been two e�orts [24, 6] to combine the work on ML with thework on process algebras to obtain a concurrent version of ML. As in process algebrascommunication channels and concurrency are the fundamental primitive for concurrentversions of ML. Processes can be created dynamically. One process can communicate withanother only if they happen to share a communication channel upon which they agree tocommunicate. In general any number of di�erent processes can send or receive on a givenchannel, thus they su�er some of the same lack of integrity as �-calculus. In CML [24] thisproblem may be overcome with the use of ML data abstraction mechanisms.



41.2.3. Actor PrimitivesOur actor language is an extension of the call-by-value lambda calculus that includesprimitives for creating and manipulating actors. An actor's behavior is described by alambda-abstraction which embodies the code to be executed when a message is received.The actor primitives are: send; become; newadr; and initbeh.send is for sending messages; send(a; v) creates a new message with receiver a and contentsv and puts the message into the message delivery system.become is for changing behavior; become(b) creates an anonymous actor to carry out therest of the current computation, alters the behavior of the actor executing the become tobe b, and frees that actor to accept another message. This provides additional parallelism.The anonymous actor may send messages or create new actors in the process of completingits computation, but will never receive any messages as its address can never be known.newadr and initbeh are for actor creation. newadr() creates a new (uninitialized) actorand returns its address. initbeh(a; b) initializes the behavior of a newly created actorwith address a to be b. An uninitialized actor can only be initialized by the actor whichcreated it. Without this restriction composability of actor con�gurations is problematic, asit would permit an external actor to initialize an internally created actor. The allocationof a new address and initialization of the actor's behavior have been separated in order toallow an actor to learn its own address upon initialization. An alternative would be to havea letactor construct similar the Scheme letrec construct.1.2.4. Trivial ExamplesA simple actor behavior b that expects its message to be an actor address, sends themessage 5 to that address, and becomes the same behavior, may be expressed as follows.b = rec(�y:�x:seq(send(x; 5); become(y)))where rec is a de�nable call-by-value �xed-point combinator (cf. [18]). An equivalent ex-pression of this behavior is:b = rec(�y:�x:seq(become(y); send(x; 5)))since the order of executing the become and the send cannot be observed. An expressionthat would create an actor with this behavior and send it some other actor address a ise = letfx := newadr()gseq(initbeh(x; b); send(x; a)):The behavior of a sink, an actor that ignores its messages and becomes this same behavior,is de�ned bysink = rec(�b:�m:become(b)):



51.2.5. Actor CellsIt is easy to represent objects with local state in our language. As an example of thiswe describe an actor akin to a ML reference. The actor responds to two sorts of messages.The �rst is a get message, whose second component is an address to which the response(i.e the current contents of the cell) should be sent. The second message is a set message,the second component of this message should be the desired new contents of the cell-actor.We use abstract syntax to hide the gory details of the structure of messages. The desiredbehavior is:Bcell = rec(�b:�c:�m:if(get?(m);seq(become(b(c)); send(cust(m); c))if(set?(m);become(b(contents(m)));become(b(c)))))So evaluatingletfa := newadr()gseq(initbeh(a; Bcell(0)); e) wheree = seq(send(a; <set; 3>); send(a; <set; 4>); send(a; <get; b>))will result in the actor b receiving a message containing either 0, 3 or 4, depending on thearrival order. Similarly accumulators, counters and gensym actors are easily constructed,and used.1.2.6. Join ContinuationsSimple forms of recursion are often amenable to concurrent execution. A typical exam-ple is tree recursion. Consider the problem of determining the product of the leaves of a tree(whose leaves are numbers). The problem can be recursively subdivided into the problemof computing the result for the two subtrees, and multiplying the results. The product isthen returned.treeprod = rec(�f:�tree:if(isnat(tree);tree;f(left(tree)) � f(right(tree))))In the above code, a tree is passed to treeprod which tests to see if the tree is a number(i.e. a leaf). If so it returns the tree, otherwise it subdivides the problem into two recursivecalls. left and right are functions which pick o� the left and right branches of the tree.It is clear that the arguments to � may be evaluated concurrently. It is also clear that ifa zero is encountered then the computation can terminate. In this example we only dealwith the former optimization The latter optimization, made using continuations, is treatedin detail in [31, 27].



6Such concurrency can be implemented by using a join continuation which synchronizesthe evaluation of the di�erent arguments. For example, the treeprod program given abovecan be expressed in terms of actor primitives as:Btreeprod = rec(�b:�self :�m:seq(become(b);if(isnat(tree(m));send(cust(m); tree(m));letfnewcust := newadr()gseq(initbeh(newcust; Bjoincont(cust(m); 0; nil))send(self ; <left(tree(m)); newcust>)send(self ; <right(tree(m)); newcust>)))))Bjoincont = rec(�b:�cust:�nargs:��rstnum:�numif(eq(nargs; 0);become(b(cust; 1; num));seq(become(sink);send(cust ; �rstnum � num))))When an actor with the treeprod behavior, Btreeprod , receives a list represented as a treeit creates a customer, called a join continuation, and sends two messages to tree-product toevaluate the two halfs of the tree. The join continuation (with behavior Bjoincont ) receivestwo numbers representing the computation of the products of each of the two subtrees.The join continuation then proceeds to multiply the two numbers and send the result tothe original requester. Because multiplication is commutative, we need not be concernedabout matching the responses to the order of the parameters. If we were dealing with anoperator which was not commutative, we would need to tag the message corresponding toeach argument and this tag would be returned with the response from the correspondingsubcomputation. The replacement behavior of the join continuation would then depend onthe order in which the evaluation of arguments was completed.An advantage of explicit join continuations is that they provide considerable exibility{ they can be used to control the evaluation order, to do partial computations, and to dodynamic error handling. For example, if the number 0 is encountered, the join continuationcan immediately return a 0 { in some cases without waiting for the results of evaluating theother subtree.The above program may not be optimal in other respects. For example sends maybe quite expensive. Consequently it may be prudent to check that the subcomputation isworth dispatching. This observation together with the fact, proved in x4, that sends of



7values commute leads to the possibly faster version:Btreeproduct = rec(�b:�self :�m:seq(become(b);if(isnat(tree(m));send(cust(m); tree(m));letfnewcust := newadr()gseq(initbeh(newcust; Bjoincont(cust(m); 0; nil))letfl := left(tree(m)); r := right(tree(m))gif(or(isnat(l); isnat(r));send(cust(m); treeprod(l) � treeprod(r));seq(send(self ; <l; newcust>)send(self ; <r; newcust>)))))))1.3. Notation.We use the usual notation for set membership and function application. Let Y; Y0; Y1be sets. We specify meta-variable conventions in the form: let y range over Y , which shouldbe read as: the meta-variable y and decorated variants such as y0, y0, : : : , range over the setY . Y n is the set of sequences of elements of Y of length n. Y � is the set of �nite sequencesof elements of Y . �y = [y1; : : : ; yn] is the sequence of length Len(�y) = n with ith element yi.(Thus [ ] is the empty sequence.) u � v denotes the concatenation of the sequences u and v.If u is a non-empty sequence, then Last(u) is the last element of u. P![Y ] is the set of �nitesubsets of Y . M![Y ] is the set of (�nite) multi-sets with elements in Y . Y0 f! Y1 is the setof �nite maps from Y0 to Y1. [Y0 ! Y1] is the set of total functions, f , with domain Y0 andrange contained in Y1. We write Dom(f) for the domain of a function and Rng(f) for itsrange. For any function f : ffy := y0g is the function f 0 such that Dom(f 0) = Dom(f)[fyg,f 0(y) = y0, and f 0(z) = f(z) for z 6= y; z 2 Dom(f); and fcY is the restriction of f to theset Y .2. A Simple Lambda Based Actor LanguageIn this section we give the syntax and operational semantics of our actor language.2.1. SyntaxWe take as given countable setsX(variables) and A t (atoms). Fn is the set of primitiveoperations of arity n and F = Sn2N Fn . We assume A t contains t; nil for booleans, aswell as constants for natural numbers, N. F contains arithmetic operations, recognizersisatom for atoms, and isnat for numbers (arities 1, 1), branching br (arity 3), pairingispr; pr; 1st; 2nd (arities 1, 2, 1, 1), and actor primitives newadr, initbeh, send, andbecome (arities 0, 2, 2, 1). The sets of expressions, E, value expressions (or just values), V,and contexts (expressions with holes), C , are de�ned inductively as follows.



8De�nition (E V C ):V= A t [X[ �X:E [ pr(V;V)E = A t [X[ �X:E [ app(E; E) [ Fn(En )C = A t [X[ �X:C [ app(C ; C ) [ Fn(C n )[ f�gWe let x; y; z range over X, v range over V, e range over E, and C range over C . Since weare working with a syntactic reduction semantics, there is no distinction between a valueexpression and the value it denotes. Hence we use the terms value and value expressioninterchangeably. �x:e binds the variable x in the expression e. We write FV(e) for the set offree variables of e. We write e[x := e0] to denote the expression obtained from e by replacingall free occurrences of x by e0, avoiding the capture of free variables in e0. Contexts areexpressions with holes. We use � to denote a hole. C[e] denotes the result of replacing anyholes in C by e. Free variables of e may become bound in this process. let, if, and seqare the usual syntactic sugar, seq being a sequencing primitive.letfx := e0ge1 abbreviates app(�x:e1; e0)seq(e0; e1) abbreviates app(app(�z:�x:x; e0); e1)if(e0; e1; e2) abbreviates app(br(e0; �z:e1; �z:e2); nil) for z fresh2.2. Reduction Semantics for Actor Con�gurationsWe give the semantics of actor expressions by de�ning a transition relation on actorcon�gurations. Actor con�gurations have some (but not necessarily all) of the addressesof internal actors known to the outside world. These known actors are called receptionistsbecause they serve as the receiving interface with the environment. An open con�gurationmay also know addresses of some actors in the outside world. These actors are calledexternal actors. The sets of receptionists and external actors are the interface of an actorcon�guration to its environment. They specify what actors are visible and what actorconnections must be provided for the con�guration to function. Both the set of receptionistsand the set of external actors may grow as the con�guration evolves. In addition, an actorcon�guration contains an actor map and a multi-set of pending messages. An actor map isa �nite map from actor addresses to actor states. Each actor state is one of(?a) uninitialized, having been newly created by an actor named a;(b) ready to accept a message, where b is its behavior, a lambda abstraction; or[e] busy executing e, here e represents the actor's current (local) processing state.A message m contains the address of the actor to whom it is sent and the messagecontents, <a ( v>. The contents v can be any value constructed from atoms and actoraddresses using constructors. Lambda abstractions and constructions containing lambdaabstractions are not allowed to be communicated in messages. There are three reasonsfor this restriction. Firstly, allowing lambda abstractions to be communicated in valuesviolates the actor principle that only an actor can change its own behavior, because abecome in a lambda message may change the receiving actor behavior. Secondly, if lambdaabstractions are communicated to external actors, there is no reasonable way to controlwhat actor addresses are actually exported. This has unpleasant consequences in reasoning



9about equivalence, amongst other things. This restriction is not a serious limitation sincethe address of an actor whose behavior is the desired lambda abstraction can be passed in amessage. Thirdly, if lambda abstractions can be communicated in messages then syntacticextensions to the language that involve transformations such as CPS can not be done ona per actor basis, since this would require transformation of code that might arrive in amessage.We classify actor con�guration transitions as internal or external to the con�guration.The internal transitions are:rcv receipt of a message by an actor not currently busy computing; andexec an actor executing a step of its current computation.The internal transitions involve a single active actor, which we call the focus actorfor the transition. exec transitions may be purely local (a �-transition), or messages maybe sent, or a new actor may be created, or a newly created actor may be initialized. rcvtransitions consume a message and the focus actor becomes busy.In addition to the internal transitions of a con�guration, there are i=o transitions thatcorrespond to interactions with external agents:in arrival of a message to a receptionist from the outside; andout passing a message out to an external actor.2.2.1. Actor Con�gurationsWe assume that we are given a countable set A d of actor addresses. To simplifynotation, we identify A d with X. This pun is useful for two reasons: it allows us to useexpressions to describe actor states and message contents; and it allows us to avoid problemsof choice of names for newly created actors by appealing to an extended form of alphaconversion. (See [18, 10] for use of this pun to represent reference cells.)De�nition (cV A s M): The set of communicable values, cV, the set of actor states,A s, and the set of messages, M , are de�ned as follows.cV= A t [X[ pr(cV; cV) A s = (?X ) [ (V)[ [E] M = <V( V>We let cv range over cVand m range over M .De�nition (Actor Con�gurations): An actor con�guration with actor map, �, multi-set of messages, �, receptionists, �, and external actors, �, is writtenDD� �EE��where �; � 2 P![X], � 2 X f! A s, and � 2 M![M ]. Further, it is required that, lettingA = Dom(�), the following constraints are satis�ed:(0) � � A and A \ � = ; (receptionists are internal and external actors are external),(1) if �(a) = (?a 0), then a 0 2 A (uninitialized actors created are locally),(2) if a 2 A, then FV(�(a)) � A[�, and if <v0 ( v1> 2 �, then FV(vi) � A[� for i < 2(� set is complete).



10We let K denote the set of actor con�gurations and let � range over K. The receptionists �are names of actors within the con�guration that external components may freely interactwith; all other actors in the (actor) con�guration are local and thus inaccessible from theoutside. The external actors � are names of actors that are outside this con�guration butto which messages may be directed. A con�guration in which both the receptionist andexternal actor sets are empty is said to be closed. For closed con�gurations we may omitexplicit mention of the empty � and � sets. The actor map portion of a con�guration ispresented as a list of actor states each subscripted by the actor address which is mappedto this state. If �0(a) = (b), and � is �0 with a omitted from its domain, we write �0 as(�; (b)a) to focus attention on a. Similarly for other states subscripted with addresses.The set of possible computations of an actor con�guration is de�ned in terms of thelabelled transition relation 7! on con�gurations. Although this is, on the surface an inter-leaving semantics, it is easy to modify our transition system to obtain a truly concurrentsemantics either by forming a labelled transition system with independence [26], or by usingconcurrent rewriting [19].2.2.2. Decomposition and ReductionTo describe the internal transitions other than message receipt, a non-value expressionis decomposed uniquely into a reduction context �lled with a redex. Reduction contextsare expressions with a unique hole that play the role of continuations in abstract machinemodels of sequential computation. In order to distinguish holes used for di�erent purposes,we use the sign for the hole occurring in a reduction context, and call such holes redexholes (although they may in fact be �lled with non redex expressions). We have de�nedthe decomposition to correspond to a left-most, outer-most, call-by-value evaluation order,thus preserving the semantics of the embedded functional language.De�nition (Erdx R): The set of redexes, Erdx , and the set of reduction contexts, R,are de�ned byErdx = app(V;V)[ (Fn(Vn)� pr(V;V))R= f g [ app(R;E) [ app(V;R)[ Fn+m+1(Vn;R;Em)We let R range over R.An expression e is either a value or it can be decomposed uniquely into a reductioncontext �lled with a redex. Thus, local actor computation is deterministic.Lemma (Unique decomposition):(0) e 2 V; or(1) (9!R; r)(e = R[r ])Proof : An easy induction on the structure of e.Redexes can be split into two classes, purely functional and actor redexes. The actorredexes are: newadr(), initbeh(v0; v1), become(v), and send(v0; v1). Reduction rules forthe purely functional case are given by a relation �7! on expressions.



11De�nition ( �7!):(beta-v) R[app(�x:e; v)] �7! R[e[x := v ]](delta) R[�(v1; : : : ; vn)] �7! R[v 0]where � is an n-ary algebraic operation, v1; : : : ; vn 2 A tn , and �(v1; : : : ; vn) = v 0.(br) R[br(v1; v2; v)] �7! �R[v1] if v 2V� fnilgR[v2] if v = nil(ispr) R[ispr(v)] �7! �R[t] if v 2 pr(V;V)R[nil] if v 2V� pr(V;V)(fst) R[1st(pr(v0; v1))] �7! R[v0](snd) R[2nd(pr(v0; v1))] �7! R[v1](eq) R[eq(v0; v1)] �7! �R[t] if v0 = v1 2 A tR[nil] if v0; v1 2 A t and v0 6= v1The single-step transition relation 7! on actor con�gurations is generated by the followingrules. Each rule is given a label l consisting of a tag indicating the primitive instruction,and additional parameters. In all cases other than i=o transitions (with tags in; out) the�rst parameter names the focus actor of the transition.De�nition (7!):<fun : a> e �7! e0 ) DD�; [e]a �EE�� 7! DD�;[e0]a �EE��<new : a; a 0> DD�;[R[newadr()]]a �EE�� 7! DD�; [R[a 0]]a;(?a)a0 �EE�� a 0 fresh<init : a; a 0> DD�;[R[initbeh(a 0; v)]]a; (?a)a0 �EE�� 7! DD�; [R[nil]]a; (v)a0 �EE��<bec : a; a 0> DD�;[R[become(v)]]a �EE�� 7! DD�;[R[nil]]a0 ; (v)a �EE�� a 0 fresh<send : a;m> DD�;[R[send(v0; v1)]]a �EE�� 7! DD�; [R[nil]]a �;m EE�� m = <v0 ( v1><rcv : a; cv> DD�;(v)a <a ( cv>; �EE�� 7! DD�; [app(v ; cv )]a �EE��<out : m> DD� �;m EE�� 7! DD� �EE�0�if m = <a ( cv>, a 2 �, and �0 = � [ (FV(cv ) \Dom(�))<in : m> DD� �EE�� 7! DD� �;m EE��[(FV(cv)�Dom(�))if m = <a ( cv>, a 2 � and FV(cv ) \ Dom(�) � �We write �0 l�! �1 if �0 7! �1 according to the rule labelled by l . We call this triplea labelled transition. We say l is enabled in con�guration � if there is some �0 such that



12� l�! �0. The transitions are labelled to allow us to reason about sequences of transitionsin terms of the rules applied, and to allow for alternative representation of computations,including: sequences of con�gurations; sequences of labeled transitions; and sequences oflabels. Note that we have chosen the labels to include su�cient information that �0 isuniquely determined by � and l .i=o transitions are transitions with tags in or out and rcv transitions are transitionswith tag rcv. The remaining transitions are called exec transitions. The exec transitionscorrespond to the execution of functional or actor redexes.Subtilties We allow ill-formed messages to be created, but such messages can never bedelivered. The last three rules assure this by restricting the form of the message: the targetmust be an actor and the contents must be a communicable value. In the case of input,the actor is further restricted to be a receptionist. We could easily prevent the formationof ill-formed messages, and actor states that have non-behaviors.A clone produced to carry on after a become is not allowed to initialize an actor createdby its cloner. This is a technical simpli�cation, with some additional bookkeeping we couldkeep track of cloners and allow clones to initialize. Alternatively, this technical detail woulddisappear if we used the letactor construct for actor creation.These choices a�ect the details of expression equivalence, but not the basic properties.Such choices will become more important if we want to model an implemented languageand consider matters such as signaling of exceptions.2.2.3. Computation Sequences and PathsDe�nition (Computation trees): If � is a con�guration, then we de�ne the computa-tion tree for �, T (�), to be the set of all �nite sequences of labeled transitions of the form[�i li�! �i+1 i < n] for some n 2 N. We call such sequences computation sequences andlet � range over them.Lemma (Anonymity): If � <bec : a; a 0>�! �0 and � is any computation sequence in thecomputation tree, T (�), then � contains no transitions with label of the form <send : a 0 ; v>.De�nition (Computation paths): The sequences of a computation tree are partiallyordered by the intial segment relation. A computation path from � is a maximal linearlyordered set of computation sequences in the computation tree, T (�). Note that a path canalso be regarded as a (possibly in�nite) sequence of labelled transitions. We use T 1(�) todenote the set of all paths from �, and let � range over T 1(K). When thinking a path asa possibly in�nite sequence we write [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] where ./ 2 N[ f!g is the lengthof the sequence.Since the result of a transition is uniquely determined by the starting con�guration andthe transition label, computation sequences and paths can be equally represented by theirinitial con�guration and the sequence of transitions labels. The sequence of con�gurationscan be computed by induction on the index of occurrence.De�nition (C�g): Let � be a con�guration and let L = [li i < ./] be a sequence oflabels corresponding to a computation from �. The ith con�guration of the computationfrom � determined by L, C�g(�; L; i), is de�ned by induction on i as follows.(0) C�g(�; L; 0) = �



13(1) C�g(�; L � [li]; i+ 1) = �0 where C�g(�; L; i) li�! �0.Thus, the path � determined by �; L is the sequence[C�g(�; L; i) li�! C�g(�; L; i+ 1) i < ./]This notation has the advantage that when an initial starting con�guration is �xed, eitherimplicitly or explicitly, computation sequences in the computation tree can be identi�edwith sequences of labels. When the sequence L is �nite we let C�g(�; L) denote the �nalcon�guration: C�g(�; L) = C�g(�; L;Len(L)).De�nition (multi-step transition): Let L = [lj j < n] be a �nite sequence oftransition labels (possibly empty). L is a multi-step transition � L�! �0 just if C�g(�; L) =C�g(�; L;Len(L)) = �0. Or in other words, we can �nd a [�j j � n] such that � = �0,�0 = �n, and [�j lj�! �j+1 j < n].2.2.4. FairnessWe do not consider all paths admissible. We rule out those computations that areunfair, i.e. those in which there is some transition that should eventually happen and doesnot.De�nition (Fair paths): A path � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] in the computation treeT (�) is fair if each enabled transition eventually happens or becomes permanently disabled.That is, if l is enabled in �i and is not of the form <in : m>, then �j l�! �j+1 for somej � i, or l has the form <rcv : a; cv> and for some j � i a is busy and never again becomesready to accept a message. For a con�guration � we de�ne F(�) to be the subset of T 1(�)that are fair.Note that �nite computation paths are fair, since by maximality all of the enabledtransitions must have happened.3. Equivalence of ExpressionsIn this section we study equivalence of expressions of our actor language. Our notionof equivalence is a combination of the now classic operational equivalence of [23] and testingequivalence of [8]. For the deterministic functional languages of the sort Plotkin studied,this equivalence is de�ned as follows. Two program expressions are said to be equivalent ifthey behave the same when placed in any observing context. An observing context is somecomplete program with a hole, such that all of the free variables in the expressions beingobserved are captured when the expressions are placed in the hole. The notion of \behavethe same" is (for deterministic functional languages) typically equi-termination, i.e. eitherboth converge or both diverge, but is usually insensitive to minor variations.



143.1. EventsThe �rst step is to �nd proper notions of \observing context" and \behave the same" inan actor setting. The analogue of an observing context is an observing actor con�guration:a con�guration that contains an actor state with a hole. Since termination is not relevantfor actor con�gurations, we instead introduce an observer primitive, event and observewhether or not in a given computation, event is executed. This approach is similar to thatused in de�ning testing equivalence for CCS [8]. Since the language is nondeterministic,three di�erent observations may be made instead of two: either event occurs for all possibleexecutions, it occurs in some executions but not others, or it never occurs.De�nition (event): Formally, the language of observing contexts is obtained by in-troducing a new 0-ary primitive operator, event. We extend the reduction relation 7! byadding the following rule.<e : a> DD�; [R[event()]]a �EE�� 7! DD�; [R[nil]]a �EE��De�nition (O): For an expression e, the observing con�gurations are con�gurationsover the extended language of the form DD�; [C]a �EE, such that �lling the hole in C withe results in a closed con�guration. We use O to denote the set of observing con�gurations,and let O range over O.In our de�nition of observing con�guration, the holes appear in the current state of ansingle executing actor. It is not hard to see that allowing holes in any actor state does notchange the resulting notion of equivalence. A generalization of this fact, (ocx) is proved inx7. We observe event transitions in the fair paths. We say that a path succeeds, s, if anevent transition occurs in it, otherwise it fails, f . obs(�) is the s=f observation of a singlecomplete computation �, and Obs(�) is the set of observations possible for all paths of aclosed actor con�guration.De�nition (observations): Let � be a con�guration of the extended language, and let� = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] be a fair path, i.e. � 2 F(�). De�neobs(�) = n s if (9i < ./; a)(li = <e : a>)f otherwiseObs(�) = 8<: s if (8� 2 F(�))(obs(�) = s)sf if (9� 2 F(�))(obs(�) = s) and (9� 2 F(�))(obs(�) = f)f if (8� 2 F(�))(obs(�) = f)3.2. Three EquivalencesThe natural notion of observational equivalence is that equal observations are madein all closing con�guration contexts. However, it may be possible in some cases to use aweaker equivalence. An sf observation may be considered as good as an s observation, anda new equivalence arises if these observations are equated. Similarly, an sf observation maybe as bad as an f observation. We may de�ne the following three equivalences.De�nition (�=1;2;3):



15(1) (testing or convex or Plotkin or Egli-Milner)e0 �=1 e1 i� Obs(O [e0]) = Obs(O [e1]) for all observing contexts O 2 O(2) (must or upper or Smyth)e0 �=2 e1 i� Obs(O [e0]) = s , Obs(O [e1]) = s for all observing contexts O 2 O(3) (may or lower or Hoare)e0 �=3 e1 i� Obs(O [e0]) = f , Obs(O [e1]) = f for all observing contexts O 2 OBy construction each of these equivalence relations is a congruence.Theorem (congruence):e0 �=j e1 ) C[e0] �=j C[e1] for j 2 f1; 2; 3g3.3. Partial CollapseNote that may-equivalence (�=3) is determined by computation trees. This is becauseall events are observed after some �nite amount of time. This means the de�nition isindependent of whether or not fairness is required. Since fairness sometimes makes provingequivalences more di�cult, it is useful that may-equivalence can always be proved ignoringthe fairness assumption. The other two equivalences are sensitive to choice of paths admittedas computations. In particular when fairness is required, as in our model, �=2 is in fact thesame as �=1. In models without the fairness requirement, they are distinct. In either case,�=3 is distinct from �=1 and �=2.Theorem (partial collapse):(1 = 2) e0 �=2 e1 i� e0 �=1 e1(1 ) 3) e0 �=1 e1 implies e0 �=3 e1(3 6) 1) e0 �=3 e1 does not imply e0 �=1 e1To demonstrate (1 = 2) we consider a �xed pair of expressions e0; e1 and categorizetheir closing con�guration contexts O according to what observations are made by O [e0]and O [e1].O 2 o : o0 , Obs(O [e0]) = o ^ Obs(O [e1]) = o0for o; o0 2 fs; sf ; fg. This partitions the observing con�guration contexts of e0 and e1 intonine sets labeled o : o0 for o; o0 2 fs; sf; fg. We can characterize the various possibilities forequivalence in terms of which sets must be empty as follows.Lemma (sets):� e0 �=1 e1 i� at most the sets labeled s : s, sf : sf , and f : f are non-empty.� e0 �=2 e1 i� the sets labeled s : sf , sf : s, s : f , f : s are all empty.� e0 �=3 e1 i� the sets labeled s : f , f : s, sf : f , f : sf are all empty.The key to collapsing �=2 into �=1 is the observation that if Obs(O [e0]) = f andObs(O [e1]) = sf it is always possible to construct a O� such that Obs(O�[e0]) = s, andObs(O�[e1]) = sf .



16Lemma (f.sf): For some e0; e1, if the set labeled f : sf is non-empty then the set labeleds : sf is non-empty. Symmetrically, if the set labeled sf : f is non-empty then the set labeledsf : s is non-empty.Proof (f.sf): Let O 2 f : sf . Form O 0 by replacing all occurrences of event() in O bysend(a; nil) for some fresh variable a. Let O� be obtained by adding to O 0 a message <a(t> and an actor a where a has the following behavior: If a receives the message t, it executesevent() and becomes a sink, and if a receives the message nil, it just becomes a sink. Recallthat a sink is an actor that ignores its message and becomes a sink. We claim O� 2 s : sf .If O [e0] never executes event(), then in any fair complete computation, the t message willbe received by a, so O�[e0] will always execute event(). If O [e1] executes event() in somecomputation, then in the corresponding computations for O�[e1], sometimes nil will bereceived by a before t is received and sometimes it won't, hence O�[e1] will execute event()in some computations, but not in all.Proof (partial collapse):1 = 2 Assume e0 �=2 e1. Then by (sets) the sets labeled s : sf , sf : s, s : f , f : s are allempty. By (f.sf) f : sf and sf : f must also be empty. Hence by (sets), e0 �=1 e1. 1 = 21 ) 3 By (sets) 1 ) 33 6 ) 1 We construct expressions e0; e1 such that e0 �=3 e1, but :(e0 �=2 e1). Let e0 createan actor that sends a message (say nil) to an external actor a and becomes a sink, and lete1 create an actor that may or may not send a message nil to a depending on a coin ip(there are numerous methods of constructing coin ipping actors), and also then becomesa sink. Let O be an observing con�guration context that with an actor a that executesevent just if nil is received. Then Obs(O [e0]) = s but Obs(O [e1]) = sf , so :(e0 �=2 e1).To show that e0 �=3 e1, show for arbitrary O that some path in the computation of O [e0]contains an event i� some path in the computation of O [e1] contains an event. This is easy,because when e1's coin ip indicates nil is sent, the computation proceeds identically toe0's computation. 3 6 ) 1Hereafter, �= (observational equivalence) will be used as shorthand for either �=1 or �=2.The fairness requirement is critical in the proof of (1 = 2). For example in CCS,where fairness is not assumed, no such collapse of �=2 to �=1 occurs. So, although fairnesscomplicates some aspects of the theory, it simpli�es others. If we omitted the fairnessrequirement we could make more �=-distinctions between actors. For example, let a0 be asink. Let a1 be an actor that also ignores its messages and becomes the same behavior, butit continues executing an in�nite loop. The in�nite looping actor could prevent the restof the con�guration's computation from progressing. In the presence of fairness no suchstarvation can occur, so the two are equivalent. Thus fairness allows modular reasoningabout liveness properties: one can reason about the behavior of individual actors (andcon�gurations) without worrying about whether composition with another would causethat actor to starve out.



174. Laws of Expression EquivalenceWith a notion of equivalence on actor expressions de�ned, a library of useful equiv-alences can be established. The �rst part of this section contains a collection of purelyfunctional laws that continue to hold in the actor setting. The second part contains a col-lection of laws for manipulating expressions that involve actor primitives. These laws areproved in x7.4.1. Functional LawsSince our reduction rules preserve the evaluation semantics of the embedded functionallanguage, many of the equational laws for this language (cf. [29]) continue to hold in the fullactor language. A �rst simple observation is two communicable values are observationallyequivalent i� they are the same value expression.Lemma (cv): cv0 �= cv1 , cv0 = cv1Proof : The if direction is trivial. The only-if direction, is proved by exhibiting anobserving context that distinguishes expressions that are not equal. Clearly both must beatoms, or variables, or pairs, otherwise they can be distinguished using eq and ispr. Forexample, O = DD[if(eq(cv0; �); event; nil)]a EEdistinguishes the atom cv0 from any non-atom (and any other atom). Similarly,O = DD [letfx := 0gletfy := 1gif(eq(x; �); event; nil)]a EEdistinguishes the variables x, y. Similarly, if both are pairs, we can construct contexts todistinguish di�erences in the components.Beta-v conversion and other laws of the lambda-c calculus [21], and the laws for con-ditional and pairing continue to hold in the actor setting.Theorem (functional laws):(beta-v) app(�x:e; v)�= efx := vg(ift) if(v ; e1; e2) �= e1 if v 2 (A t � fnilg) [ L[ pr(V;V)(ifn) if(nil; e1; e2) �= e2(ifelim) if(v ; e; e) �= e(iam) �x:if(v ; e1; e2) �= if(v ; �x:e1; �x:e2) x 62 FV(v)(isprt) ispr(pr(v0; v1)) �= t;(isprn) ispr(v) �= nil v 2 A t [ L(fst) 1st(pr(v0; v1)) �= v0(snd) 2nd(pr(v0; v1)) �= v1



18Each of these laws (except for (iam)) is a consequence of the following operational law.Theorem (red-exp):e0 �7! e1 ) e0 �= e1The theorem (rcx) is a special case of a theorem proved in [28].Theorem (rcx): If R is a reduction context, then(letx) letfx := egR[x] �= R[e](let.dist) R[letfx := ege0] �= letfx := egR[e0](if.dist) R[if(e; e1; e2)] �= if(e;R[e1];R[e2])In fact these laws can be derived from (beta-v), the if laws and the following specialinstances.(app) e0(e1) �= (�f:f(e1))(e0)(cmps) f(g(e)) �= (�x:f(g(x)))(e)(id) app(�x:x; e)�= eSome useful corollaries of (rcx) are the following.Corollary (uni-rcx):(let.arg) v(letfx := e0ge1) �= letfx := e0gv(e1)(if.if) if(if(e0; e1; e2); ea; eb) �= if(e0; if(e1; ea; eb); if(e2; ea; eb))The above laws are really about equivalence of reduction contexts. They are instances ofthe following operational law.Theorem (red-rcx):R0[x] �7! e 0 ^ R1[x] �7! e 0 ) R0[e] �= R1[e]where x is a fresh variable.We also note that any expressions that hang (reduce in a �nite number of lambdasteps to a stuck state) or have in�nite lambda computations are observationally equivalent.If the reductions could involve non-lambda steps the result clearly fails since they couldhave di�erent e�ects such as message sends that other actors in the con�guration couldobserve. We let stuck 2 Hang be a prototypical stuck expression, for example app(0; 0),and let bot 2 In�n be a prototypical expression with in�nite computation, for exampleapp(�x:app(x; x); �x:app(x; x)).To make these ideas more precise we de�ne Hang and In�n as follows.De�nition (Hang): Let Hang be the set of non-value expressions such that (every closedinstance) lambda reduces (i.e. �7! in possibly 0 steps) to a stuck state { an expression e 0that decomposes as R[r ] where r is a functional redex (i.e any non-actor redex) that doesnot reduce.De�nition (In�n): Let In�n the the set of (non-value) expressions e such that (everyclosed instance) has an in�nite lambda reduction sequence. Thus e 2 In�n just if we can�nd ej for j 2 N such that e0 = e and ej �7! ej+1.Theorem (hang-in�n): If e0; e1 2 Hang [ In�n, then e0 �= e1.



194.2. Basic Laws for Actor PrimitivesNow we consider the equational properties of the actor primitives, send, become,newadr, and initbeh. As is the case for a language with state operations, seq(e; e) �= e failsto hold because the computation e could have e�ects such as message sends. A strongeranalogy exists between the actor primitives and the reference primitives fmk; get; setg :newadr is an allocation primitive analogous to mk; initbeh and become update or alterstate; while the e�ect of send depends on the state in a way analogous to get. There arelimits to this analogy, for example send does not return anything of interest. In fact send,become, and initbeh all return nil as values. Thus(triv) #(�x) �= seq(#(�x); nil) for # 2 fsend; become; initbehgThat newadr is an allocation primitive analogous to mk manifests itself in its properties.However, because we have not allowed clones to initialize newly spawned actors, one char-acteristic property of allocation fails to holds. Namely,(non-delay) letfy := e0gletfx := newadr()ge1 6�= letfx := newadr()gletfy := e0ge1where x is not free in e0.Once allocated, an actor behavior is updated by either become or initbeh. In analogywith set both become and initbeh satisfy certain, slightly di�erent, cancellation laws:(can-b) seq(become(v0); become(v1)) �= seq(become(v0); nil) �= become(v0)(can-i) seq(initbeh(v ; v0); initbeh(v ; v1))�= seq(initbeh(v ; v0); stuck)�= seq(initbeh(v ; v0); bot)Note the di�erence between these two principles. In the case of become the second call isequivalent to nil, while in the case of initbeh it is stuck (which is equivalent to diverging).4.2.1. Commuting OperationsHow the e�ects of the actor primitives interact with one another is of paramountimportance. We have seen some aspects of this interaction above. We now study theinteractions more systematically.De�nition (commutes): We say two operations #0 and #1 commute ifletfx0 := #0(�y)gletfx1 := #1(�z)ge �= letfx1 := #1(�z)gletfx0 := #0(�y)gefor all e 2 E, x0 62 �z, x1 62 �y and x0 distinct from x1. Similarly we say two expresions e0and e1 commute i�letfx0 := e0gletfx1 := e1ge �= letfx1 := e1gletfx0 := e0geif the obvious hygene conditions hold.newadr commutes with every operation except become. For example the expressionse0 = letfy := newadr()gletfz := become(b)ginitbeh(y; b 0)e1 = letfz := become(b)gletfy := newadr()ginitbeh(y; b 0)



20are not equivalent, since the �rst will always fail to execute the initialization and the secondwill always succeed. A distinguishing context isDD(�x:event())a0 ; [seq(�; send(a0; 0))]a ;EEIf we allowed clones to initialize, then newadr would also commute with become. On theother hand, by (can-b) and (can-1) neither become nor initbeh commute with themselves,since this amounts to equivalence of two becomes (or initializations)with di�erent behaviors.The remaining operation send, like newadr, does commute with itself:(com-ss) seq(send(v0; v1); send(v2; v3)) �= seq(send(v2; v3); send(v0; v1))send also commutes with become(com-sb) seq(send(a0; v0); become(v1)) �= seq(become(v1); send(a0; v0))The question of whether or not two distinct operations commute is simpli�ed by theobservation, captured in (partial), that a computation may have observable e�ects even ifit diverges. This is in contrast to the sequential case, where an e�ect of a subcomputationis only observable if the computation completes.Lemma (partial): If # is not a total operation, then # does not commute with send,become or initbeh.Proof (partial): If #(�y) diverges, thenletfx := #(�y)gletfx1 := send(a; v)gewill not execute the send, whereasletfx1 := send(a; v)gletfx := #(�y)gewill execute the send. Consequently the two expressions are easily distinguished. Similarlywith the two operations become and initbeh.Since initbeh is partial, it does not commute with either send or become. For examplee0 = seq(initbeh(a0; b0); send(a1; 0))e1 = seq(send(a1; 0); initbeh(a0; b0))are distinguished byO0 = DD(�x:event())a1 ; (?a1)a0 ; [�]a �EEfor a 6= a1, or byO1 = DD(�x:event())a1 ; (b)a0 ; [�]a �EE



21Also,e0 = seq(initbeh(a0; b0); become(�x:send(a1; 0)))e1 = seq(become(�x:send(a1; 0)); initbeh(a0; b0))are distinguished by O0;O1 if � contains <a ( 0>.(partial) emphasizes that the valid equations for actor primitives is sensitive to thedetails of when we check for ill-formed redexes. For example if we restricted the send redexto avoid ill-formed messages (com-ss,com-sb) would no longer hold.We summarize these results in the following:Lemma (commutes): n s i bn + + + -s + + - +i + - - -b - + - -(n) newadr commutes with send, newadr, and initbeh, but not with become.(s) send commutes with send, become, and newadr, but not with initbeh.(i) initbeh commutes with newadr, but not with send, become, and initbeh.(b) become commutes with send, but not with initbeh, newadr, or become.Note that the remaining operations in F (i.e. the arithmetic operations, branching br,and the pairing ispr; pr; 1st; 2nd) are all context insensitive, and thus those that are totalcommute with all other operations. In the case if this is perhaps worth pointing out:Lemma (commutes-if): If # commutes with e0 and e1, then it also commutes withif(z; e0; e1)Proof : This follows from (if-lam,if-dist).Using these basic principles we can prove more complex properties, the following the-orem being the most obvious.Theorem (commutes): Suppose that e0 and e1 are built up from V using only theoperations, if and let. Furthermore suppose every operation occurring in e0 commuteswith every operation occurring in e1. Thenletfx0 := e0gletfx1 := e1ge �= letfx1 := e1gletfx0 := e0geprovided xj is not free in e1�j for j < 2,



22Proof (commutes): The proof is by induction on the complexity of e0. We sketch theinduction step. We may assume, without loss of generality, that e0 decomposes into R[#(�y)]with R being non-trivial. Thenletfx0 := e0gletfx1 := e1ge �=�= letfx0 := R[#(�y)]gletfx1 := e1geby hypothesis�= letfx0 := letfz := #(�y)gR[z]gletfx1 := e1geby (cong) and (letx)�= letfz := #(�y)gletfx0 := R[z]gletfx1 := e1geby (let.dis)�= letfz := #(�y)gletfx1 := e1gletfx0 := R[z]geby the induction hypothesis and (cong)�= letfx1 := e1gletfz := #(�y)gletfx0 := R[z]geby the induction hypothesis and (cong)�= letfx1 := e1gletfx0 := letfz := #(�y)gR[z]geby (let.dis)�= letfx1 := e1gletfx0 := e0geby (cong) and (letx)Note that the theorem fails in the case when the expressions contain app and � due tothe possibility of divergence.To prove other properties involving the actor primitives we need to consider the wholecontext in which the e�ect occurs, which is at least one other actor and in general is anactor con�guration.5. Manipulation of Actor Con�gurationsIn this section we establish some fundamental results concerning actor con�gurations.We show how con�gurations may be composed or decomposed into larger or smaller con�g-urations. We de�ne two notions of equivalence between con�gurations: observational andinteraction equivalence. We also develop some basic tools for establishing these equivalences.For simplicity we have treated the collection of messages in a con�guration as a multi-set. In this section we make the identity of di�erent messages with the same target andcontents explicit, by assuming that each message in the computation is uniquely identi�edas being there initially, or as being generated by a particular send or input transition. Wewrite m rather than <a ( cv> and assume that m contains this identifying information.



235.1. Composition of Actor Con�gurationsActor con�gurations can be composed to form new actor con�gurations. Furthermore,the computations of the composed con�guration can be obtained by merging computationsof the component con�gurations. This composition operation is commutative, associative,and has the empty con�guration as unit. This is made precise by the following de�nitionsand lemmas.De�nition (Composable): Two con�gurations �i = DD�i �i EE�i�i , i < 2 are compos-able if Dom(�0) \Dom(�1) = ;, �0 \ Dom(�1) � �1, and �1 \Dom(�0) � �0.De�nition (Composition, decomposition): The composition �0 k �1 of composablecon�gurations �i = DD�i �i EE�i�i , i < 2 is de�ned by�0 k �1 = DD�0 [ �1 �0 [ �1 EE�0[�1(�0[�1)�(�0[�1)(�0; �1) is a decomposition of � if �i, i < 2 are composable con�gurations, and � = �0 k �1.Lemma (AC): Let �i = DD�i �i EE�i�i , i < 3 be pairwise composable con�gurations.And let �; = DD ; ;EE be the empty con�guration. Then�0 k �1 = �1 k �0�0 k �; = �0(�0 k �1) k �2 = �0 k (�1 k �2)Proof : Using the AC properties of set union, the only thing to check is the equality ofexternal actors for the two associations. It is easy to see that(((�0 [ �1)� (�0 [ �1))[ �2)� (�0 [ �1 [ �2)= (�0 [ �1 [ �2)� (�0 [ �1 [ �2)= (�0 [ ((�1 [ �2)� (�1 [ �2)))� (�0 [ �1 [ �2)5.1.1. Projection and Merging of SequencesWe de�ne projection and merging operations to relate computations of composite con-�gurations with those of their components. In the remainder of this subsection we relaxour notation convention slightly. We say that � is computation for � if � is a computationsequence or path with �rst element �. Let � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] be a computation for� and let � be decomposed as �0 k �1. Then we can decompose each �i = �0i k �1i keepingnewly created actors/receptionists and messages in the component that generated them.Given such a decomposition, we can choose points to move messages sent across the inter-nal boundary from the sender to reciever message pool such that receives are always fromthe local pool. We call such a choice of points an i=o-marking relative to the decomposition(�0; �1). Given a decomposition and i=o-marking we can project � to obtain computations



24for �j for j < 2. This projection preserves fairness of paths if the i=o-marking moves allmessages sent from one component to the other, not just those that are eventually received.Such i=o-markings are called fair.De�nition (sequence/path decomposition): Let � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] be acomputation sequence or path for �. A decomposition (�0; �1) of � naturally induces adecomposition of � { a sequence of pairs [(�0i ; �1i ) i < ./] such that (�0i ; �1i ) is a decompo-sition of �i for i < ./. The decomposition of � is de�ned by induction on i as follows. Fori = 0 we take the given decomposition of �. The decomposition of �i+1 is obtained fromthe decomposition (�0i ; �1i ) of �i in one of two ways according to the form of li.(1) li is a exec transition with focus a 2 Dom(�ji ), a rcv transition with focus a 2Dom(�ji ) of m 2 �ji , an input to a in j, or an output from j. In this case, �ji+i is theunique con�guration such that �ji li�! �ji+i, and �1�ji+1 = �1�ji .(2) li is a rcv transition with focus a 2 Dom(�ji ) of m 2 �1�ji . In this case, �ji+i is theunique con�guration such that �ji Li�! �ji+i, where Li = [<in : m>; li], and �j�1i+i is theunique con�guration such that �j�1i <out : m>�! �j�1i+i .De�nition (i=o-marking): Let � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] be a computation sequenceor path for �, and let (�0; �1) be a decomposition of �. An i=o-marking of � relative to(�0; �1) is a set, IO, of pairs (k;m) such that the conditions (1-3) below hold.(1) If (k;m) 2 IO, then k < ./, and m is generated by li for some i � k such thatthe focus of li and the target of the message are in di�erent components of the pathdecomposition.(2) If (k;m) 2 IO and (k0;m) 2 IO, then k = k0(3) If li is a case 2 rcv of m generated in step i0 < i, then there is some k with i0 � k < isuch that (k;m) 2 IOIO is said to be fair if the converse to (1) also holds, i.e. if condition (4) below also holds.(4) If m is generated by li for some i < ./ such that the focus of li and the target of themessage are in di�erent components of the path decomposition, then (k;m) 2 IO, forsome k such that i � k.An element (k;m) of IO is called a mark at point k in �. There may be more than onesuch mark at any given point k. A disambiguation of IO is a family � of total orderings�k on the marks at point k in IO. We will also call the pair IO;� an i=o-marking.De�nition (i=o-restriction): Let � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] be a computation sequenceor path for �, and let IO;� be an i=o-marking of � relative to decomposition (�0; �1) of�. Let � be an initial segment of �. IO0;�0 is an i=o-restriction (or, just restriction) ofIO;� to � if IO0 � IO, �0 is the restriction of � to IO0, and if (k;m) 2 IO0, then� k � Len(�)� if (k0;m 0) 2 IO and k0 < k or k0 = k and m 0 �k m, then (k0;m0) 2 IO0De�nition (projection): If � is a computation for � and IO;� is an i=o-marking for� relative to the decomposition � = �0 k �1, then the projection �cIO;�j onto component



25j for j < 2 is de�ned as follows. Let � = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./] with decomposition[(�0i ; �1i ) i < ./] induced by � = �0 k �1. Then�cIO;�j = [�ji Lji�Mji�! �ji+1 i < ./]where� Lji is [li] if li located in j, and [ ] if li located in 1� j, and� M ji is a sequence of i=o transition labels corresponding to the marks at point i in IO.Let (i;mk) be the k-th element in the ordering�i. Then the k element of M ji is givenby� <in : mk> if the target of mk is in j� <out : mk> if the target of mk is in 1� jLemma (project-computation): If � is a computation for �, and IO;� is an i=o-marking for � relative to the decomposition � = �0 k �1, then the projection �cIO;�j is acomputation for �j , for j < 2. Furthermore if � 2 F(�) and IO is a fair marking, then�j 2 F(�j), for j < 2.Proof : Let�cIO;�j = [�ji Lji�Mji�! �ji+1 i < ./]be the projection of � onto j relative to the decomposition � = �0 k �1 and the mark-ing IO;�. Then by the construction of the decomposition and the de�nitions of M ji ; Lji�ji Lji�Mji�! �ji+1 is a (multi-step) labelled transition for i < ./. Thus the projections are(possibly in�nite) labelled computation sequences.Assume � 2 F(�) and IO is a fair marking. Suppose l is enabled in �ji , i.e. �ji l�! �0for some �0. If l is an internal transition, or a out transition to an actor external to thecomposite system, then l is enabled in �i, and by fairness of �, either l is lk for somek � i, or l is a rcv by a and at some k � i, rcv's by a are permanently disabled in �.In the �rst case lk will be a transition in �cIO;�j , and in the second case rcv's by a arepermanently disabled in �cIO;�j at the projection of k. If l = <out : m> with the targetof m a receptionist of 1 � j, then (k;m) 2 IO for some k by fairness of IO, and by thede�nition of projection l will occur in the projection of lk.Lemma (project-restrict): Let � be a computation for �, and let IO;� be an i=o-marking for � relative to the decomposition � = �0 k �1.� If � is an initial segment of �, then any restriction, IO0;�0, of IO;� to � is an i=o-marking for � relative to the decomposition � = �0 k �1, and �cIO0;�0j is an initialsegment of �cIO;�j for j < 2.� If �0 is an initial segment of �cIO;�0 there there is an initial segment, �, of � and a therestriction IO0;�0 of IO;� to � such that �0 = �cIO0;�00 .



26De�nition (complimentary): We say l0; l1 are complimentary if lj = <in : m> andl1�j = <out : m> for some j < 2.De�nition (merged): The relation sMerged(�0; �1; �) on computation sequences isde�ned by induction on the combined lengths of �0; �1. In this de�nition we use the notation� l�! � to stand for the sequence [�0 l0�! �1 l1�! : : : ln�! �n l�! �] where � = [�i li�! �i+1i < n].(0) sMerged([�0]; [�1]; [�0 k �1]) if �0, �1 are composable.(1) sMerged(�0; �1; �) ) sMerged(�0 l�! �0; �1; � l�! �0 k �1)if Last(�1) = �1, �0, �1 are composable, and l is not output to receptionist of �1(2) sMerged(�0; �1; �) ) sMerged(�0; �1 l�! �1; � l�! �0 k �1)if Last(�0) = �0, �0, �1 are composable, and l is not output to receptionist of �0(3) sMerged(�0; �1; �) ) sMerged(�0; l0�! �0; �1 l1�! �1; �)if l0; l1 are complimentaryLemma (merged-cseq): If �j 2 T (�j) for j < 2 and sMerged(�0; �1; �), then(1) � 2 T (�0 k �1), and(2) there exists a a unique i=o-marking, IO, and disambiguation�, such that �j = �cIO;�jfor j < 2.Proof : (1) follows by induction on the de�nition of sMerged . It is easy to check that ineach case � is a well-formed computation sequence.An i=o-marking, IO, and disambiguation � is constructed by induction on the com-bined lengths of �0; �1. If �j = [�j ], then � = [�0 k �1]. In this case, IO = ; =�, uniquely.Otherwise there are two cases to consider according to whether or not the �nal transitionof �j is an output to a receptionist of �1�j for some j < 2.For the �rst case, suppose �0 = � 00 l0�! �00 and l0 is an output to a receptionist of �1.Then by de�nition of sMerged, we must have �1 = �01 l1�! �01, l0; l1 are complimentary, andsMerged(� 00; � 01; �). By induction let IO0;�0 be the unique disambiguated i=o-marking suchthat �00 = �cIO0;�00 , and �01 = �cIO0;�01 . In this case, IO = IO0[f(k;m)g where k = Len(�)and m is the message transmitted by l0; l1. < is <0 with <k extended to make m last inthe ordering of marks at point k. The case when the �nal transition of �1 is an output to�0 is analogous.For the second case, by de�nition of sMerged, we must have � = � 0 l�! �0, where �j =�0j l�! �0j , �01�j = �1�j , and �0 = �0j k Last(�1�j), for some j < 2, and sMerged(� 00; �01; �0).By induction let IO0;�0 be the unique disambiguated i=o-marking such that � 00 = � 0cIO0;�00 ,and �1 = �0cIO0;�01 . In this case, take IO = IO0 and �=�0 .



27Lemma (project-merged): If �0 and �1 are composable, � 2 T (�0 k �1), and IO is ani=o-marking of � relative to the decomposition (�0; �1), then sMerged(�cIO;�0 ; � 0cIO;�1 ; �)for any disambiguation� of IO.Proof : The proof is by induction on the length of � plus the size of IO. If � = [�0 k�1] then we are done by clause (0) of the de�nition of sMerged . Suppose � = � 0 ln�!�n+1 has n + 1 transitions. If (n;m) 2 IO then let IO0 = IO � f(n;m)g, and let �0be the restriction of � to IO0. Suppose the target of m is in component 1, (the othercase is similar). Thus �cIO;�0 = �cIO0 ;�00 <out : m>�! �0n+1, �cIO;�1 = �cIO0;�01 <in : m>�!�1n+1, and by induction sMerged(�cIO0;�00 ; �cIO0;�01 ; �). Hence by clause (3) of the de�nitionsMerged(�cIO0 ; �cIO1 ; �). If there is no m such that (n;m) 2 IO, then suppose the focusof ln is in component 0, (the other case is similar). Thus �cIO;�0 = � 0cIO;�0 ln�! �0n+1,�cIO;�1 = � 0cIO;�1 , and by induction sMerged(� 0cIO;�0 ; � 0cIO;�1 ; � 0). Hence by clause (1) ofthe de�nition sMerged(�cIO;�0 ; �cIO;�1 ; �).De�nition (T (�0) k T (�1)): The composition of the computation trees of composablecon�gurations �0; �1 is de�ned as follows.T (�0) k T (�1) = f� (9�0 2 T (�0); �1 2 T (�1))(sMerged(�0; �1; �))gTheorem (Composition of Computation Trees): The computation tree of the com-position of actor con�gurations is the composition of the computation trees of the compo-nents.T (�0 k �1) = T (�0) k T (�1)Proof : by (merged-cseq) and (project-merged).5.1.2. The Merging of PathsNow we extend the composition result to computation paths. We �rst give two de�ni-tions of merged paths and show they are equivalent.De�nition (path-merge-1): pMerged1(�0; �1; �) i� the initial con�gurations of �0, �1induce a decomposition of � and there is a fair, disambiguated i=o-marking IO;� of � forthis decomposition such that �j is the projection of � determined by IO;� onto componentj for j < 2.De�nition (path-merge-2): pMerged2(�0; �1; �) i� for each initial sequence � of �there are initial sequences �j of �j for j < 2 such that sMerged(�0; �1; �), and for eachinitial sequence �j of �j (for j < 2) there are initial sequences � of � and �1�j of �1�j suchthat sMerged(�0; �1; �).Lemma (pm12): pMerged1(�0; �1; �) i� pMerged2(�0; �1; �).Proof (pm12): For the only if direction, assume pMerged1(�0; �1; �). Let [(�0i ; �1i ) i <./] be the decomposition of � induced by the initial con�gurations of �0; �1, let IO;� bethe fair, disambiguated i=o-marking of � for this decomposition with projections �0; �1.Suppose � is an initial segment of �, then by (project-restrict) the restriction of IO;�



28to � is a i=o-marking for � with corresponding projections �j , being initial segments ofthe projections �j of � and by (project-merged) sMerged(�0; �1; �). Suppose �0 is aninitial segment of �0. Then by (project-restrict) �0 is the projection onto component 0determined by some restriction of IO;� to some initial segment � of �. Take �1 to be theprojection of � onto component 1 as above. onlyifFor the if direction, assume pMerged2(�0; �1; �) and let �0; �1; � be the correspondinginitial con�gurations. Then (�0; �1) is a decomposition of �. For each initial segment � of�, let IO� ;�� be the maximal i=o-marking such that �cIO� ;��j is an initial segment of �jfor j < 2. Note that these marking form a chain. Let IO;� be the union of this chain ofmarkings. We claim (i) that IO;� is a fair i=o-marking for �, relative to the decomposition(�0; �1) of �, and (ii) that �j = �cIO;�j . (ii) is easy. To see (i) we show that each of theconditions of the de�nition of and i=o-marking hold. (1) and (2) follow from the fact that if(k;m); (k0;m) 2 IO, then (k;m); (k0;m) 2 IO� for some initial segment � of �. (3) followsfrom the fact that if li is a case 2 rcv of � then it is a case 2 rcv of some initial segment�. For (4), suppose that m is generated by li in component 0 with target in component 1.Then by fairness of �0 there is some initial segment �0 that contains the generation andoutput of m. Choose �1, � initial segments of �1, � such that pMerged(�0; �1; �). Then bymaximality IO� contains (k;m) for some k. ifpm12Henceforth we will write pMerged without a subscript to mean the relation given byeither of the above de�nitions. Note that, as suggested by the if-direction argument, it isnecessary to require that each initial segment of �j be mergable with some initial segmentof �1�j in (path-merge-2). Otherwise the situation could arise where [�10 l�! �11] is aninitial sequence of �1, �10 is quiescent, and l is an input. Then � could just be �0 with theextra actors tacked on, without violating any of the other conditions.Using the de�nition of path merging and the facts about projections we can extend thetree composition results to fair computation sets.De�nition (F(�0) k F(�1)): The composition of the sets of fair computation paths ofcomposable con�gurations �0; �1 is de�ned as follows.F(�0) k F(�1) = f� (9�0 2 F(�0); �1 2 F(�1))(pMerged(�0; �1; �))gTheorem (Composition of Fair Computations): The set of fair computation pathsof the composition of actor con�gurations is the composition of the fair computation pathsof the components.F(�0 k �1) = F(�0) k F(�1)Proof : For the left-to-right containment, assume � 2 F(�0 k �1). Let IO;� be any fairi=o-marking of � for the decomposition (�0 k �1) of �. Then by (project-computation)�cIO;�j 2 F(�j) for j < 2 and hence � 2 F(�0) k F(�1).For the right-to-left containment, assume � 2 F(�0) k F(�1) and let �j 2 F(�j) besuch that pMerged(�0; �1; �). Thus �j = �cIO;�j for j < 2 for some fair i=o-marking of �for the decomposition (�0 k �1) of �. We only need to show that � is fair. Suppose l is



29enabled at stage i in � then it is enabled at the corresponding point in one of the componentpaths, and by fairness of the component paths either the transition occurs at some point inthe component or it becomes permanently disabled at some point in the component. Thesame will be true in �.We give one further characterization of merging of computation paths in terms of theirinput, output transitions. Informally, �0 and �1 are mergable just if they have disjoint setsof actors, and if there are complimentary subsequences of their i=o transitions that includeall output from one path to actors of the other path.De�nition (mergable): Let �j = [�ji li�! �ji+1 i < ./j ] be computation paths with�ji = DD�ji �ji EE�ji�ji for i < ./j and j < 2. �0 and �1 are mergable just if the followingconditions hold.(1) Si<./0 Dom(�0i ) \Si<./1 Dom(�1i ) = ;, and(2) if a 2 �ji \ Dom(�1�jk ) then a 2 �1�jk0 for some k0 � k.(3) There are subsequences, �j = [�ji i < ./],of ./j such that(3.1) l0�0i and l1�1i are complimentary, for i < ./.(3.2) if l ji = <out : m> with the target of m a receptionist of �1�j then i is in therange of �j .We call �0; �1 a synchronization for �0; �1.A synchronization for a mergable pair of paths determines a set of mergings of thepaths in which complimentary i=o transitions become internal boundary crossings.De�nition (Mergings): Let �j = [�ji li�! �ji+1 i < ./j ] for j < 2 be mergablewith synchronization �0; �1. The Mergings(�0; �0; �1; �1) is the set of computation paths� = (�00 k �10; �) where � = [Li i < ./], Li is any interleaving of L0i ; L1i , and Lji = [l jm�ji < m < �ji+1]. (In the case ./ is �nite we de�ne �j./ to be ./j .)Lemma (mergings-merged):(1) If pMerged(�0; �1; �) then �j for j < 2 are mergable.(2) If �j = [�ji li�! �ji+1 i < ./j ] 2 F(�j0) for j < 2 are mergable with synchronization�0; �1, then pMerged(�0; �1; �) for � 2 Mergings(�0; �0; �1; �1).Proof : For (1) it is easy to see that the hygiene conditions (1-2) of the de�nition ofmergable are satis�ed. Let IO;� be a fair i=o-marking for � with projections �j for j < 2,given by the de�nition of pMerged . This naturally induces a synchronization pair.For (2) we need to �nd a fair i=o-marking IO;� for � relative to the decomposition(�00; �10) such that �j = �cIO;�j for j < 2. Let � = (�00 k �10; [Li i < ./]) Intuitively wemark each i < ./ with the message m exchanged at stage i (i.e. the message part of �ji ).Flattening the sequence of multi-steps we obtain a corresponding marking IO of the singlestep representation of the path. Because some of the Li may be empty, some points mayhave multiple marks. These ordering in the multi-step sequence induces an ordering � ofthe set of marks at each point in the single step sequence. Since the �j are fair, any message



30generated in �j to an actor in �1�j will be output, and hence have a mark in IO. Thus IOis fair.5.2. Equivalence of Actor Con�gurationsWe �rst de�ne interaction equivalence for actor con�gurations. This is a natural ex-tension of the notion of trace equivalence to actor con�gurations. Traditionally, traces arede�ned to be �nite sequences of events or actions. Two objects are trace equivalent ifthey have the same set of traces. Three points distinguish interaction equivalence from thetraditional trace equivalence.(1) Since trace equivalence is de�ned for �nite traces only, it cannot account for livenessproperties such as fairness. Thus we must also consider in�nite traces. Related notionsin the literature include failure sets and completed traces [7, 15, 9].(2) Only fair traces should be considered.(3) A trace semantics should more directly reect the behavior of an actor con�gurationconsidered as a component. In particular, they should allow for the dynamic additionof external actors to the environment as the con�guration evolves. To our knowledgethe present work is the �rst attempt to seriously address this problem.We then extend the observational equivalence on expressions to actor con�gurations.As with expressions, this is accomplished by considering closed con�gurations obtainedby adding observers. We also extend interaction equivalence to expressions. We showthat interaction equivalence implies observational equivalence, both for expressions andcon�gurations. The converse is an open problem.5.2.1. Interaction EquivalenceInformally, two actor con�gurations are interaction equivalent, written �0 �=i �1, iftheir fair computations give rise to the same set of i=o transition sequences. To makethis precise we �rst de�ne the i=o projection operations on transition labels, computationsequences, paths, and trees.De�nition (i=o):i=o(l) = 8<: [<out : a;m>] if l = <out : a;m>[<in : a;m>] if l = <in : a;m>[ ] otherwisei=o([�i li�! �0i i < ./]) = �[i=o(li) i < ./] = i=o(l0) � i=o(l1) � : : : � i=o(li) : : :i=o(T ) = fi=o(�) � 2 Tg for any set, T , of pathsDe�nition (�0 �=i �1): Let �0, �1 be actor con�gurations with the same receptionists.Then�0 �=i �1 , i=o(F(�0)) = i=o(F(�1))



31Lemma (�=i-equiv): The relation �=i is an equivalence relation on con�gurations (tran-sitive, reexive, symmetric).Lemma (�=i-compose): If �0 �=i �1 and � is composable with �j for j < 2 then�0 k � �=i �1 k �.Proof : It su�ces to show that for each �00 2 F(�0 k �), we can �nd �01 2 F(�1 k �),such that i=o(�00) = i=o(�01). Assume �00 2 F(�0 k �), and �nd �0 2 F(�0), � 2 F(�) suchthat pMerged(�0; �; �00) (pick a fair i=o-marking and project). By (mergings-merged) �0is mergable with �. Since �0 �=i �1 we can �nd �1 2 F(�1) such that i=o(�0) = i=o(�1),and �1 satis�es the conditions (1-2) for mergability with �. Thus �1 is mergable with �and any such merging �01 is a fair computation for �1 k �. By careful bookkeeping we canchoose and interleaving of segments between synchronization points we can �nd a merging�01 2 F(�1 k �) such that i=o(�00) = i=o(�01).Interaction equivalence naturally extends to expressions as follows. Two expressionsare interaction equivalent just if replacing some occurrences of one by the other in a con-�guration results in interaction equivalent con�gurations.De�nition (e0 �=i e1): e0 �=i e1 just if �0 �=i �1 for all �i of the formDD�; [C[ei]]a �EE��Using interaction equivalence we can state a conjecture concerning the connection be-tween certain con�gurations and expressions that construct them. This strengthens theintuition that, at least statically, there is a strong connection between expressions andcon�gurations. For simplicity we consider the case of a single actor con�guration.Conjecture (io-exp): Let �j = DD(bj(a))a ;EEa�, and let ej be expressions construct-ing �j .ej = letfa := newadr()gletfz := initbeh(a; bj(a))gaThen�0 �=i �1 ) e0 �=i e1We note that it is not necessarily the case that b0(x) �= b1(x). We will see an example in thenext section. The intuition behind the conjecture is the following. Let O be an observingcontext for ej , and let � 2 F(O [e0]). Without loss we treat executions of e0 as singlesteps. We annotate each con�guration in � to mark the remaining occurrences of e0 (indescendants of holes that remain untouched). We also list actors ai that have been createdby executions of e0 and associated with each ai we list any actors created as a result of aireceiving a message. We consider each ai and its associates as a subcon�guration. We markfor each ai the subpath �0i corresponding to transitions internal to the subcon�guration,inserting phantom i=o messages to represent the crossing of internal boundaries. We claimthat �0i 2 F(�0) and hence we can �nd �1i 2 F(�1) such that i=o(�0i ) = i=o(�1i ). Wefurther claim that each �0i can be replaced by the corresponding �1i and that the result willbe a fair computation for O [e1]. The hard part is getting the path into canonical form sothat the joint replacement can be done without getting confused.



325.2.2. Observational EquivalenceNow we extend the notion of observational equivalence to con�gurations.De�nition (Observing Con�gurations): For an actor con�guration � = DD� �EE��the observing con�gurations are con�gurations over the extended language of the form�0 = DD�0 �0 EE�� such that �0 is composable (in the sense of x5.1) with �.We are interested in observing internal event transitions rather than interactions withthe environment. Thus we de�ne an operation Hide(�) hiding all the receptionists of acon�guration.De�nition (Hide(�)): Hide(DD� �EE��) = DD� �EE;�De�nition (�0 �= �1): For �0 = DD�0 �0 EE�� and �1 = DD�1 �1 EE��, �0 �= �1 i�Obs(Hide((�0 k �0))) = Obs(Hide((�1 k �0))) for all observing con�gurations �0 for �j ,j < 2.Note the following. Firstly, Hide((� k �0)) is a closed con�guration for observer �0 for �.Secondly, no two closed con�gurations can be distinguished by an external observer.Using observational equivalence con�gurations we can extend the property of congru-ence with respect to expression construction to congruence with respect to con�gurationconstruction. Namely, replacing an expression occurring in a con�guration by an observa-tionally equivalent one yields an equivalent con�guration.Theorem (exp-c�g): If e0 �= e1 then(i) �0 = DD�; [C[e0]]a �EE�� �= DD�; [C[e1]]a �EE�� = �1(ii) �00 = DD�; (�x:C[e0])a �EE�� �= DD�; (�x:C[e1])a �EE�� = �01Proof : (i) We need to show that Obs(Hide(�0 k �0)) = Obs(Hide(�1 k �0)) for anyobserving �0. Note however that Hide(�0 k �0) = O [e0] and Hide(�1 k �0) = O [e1]) for someO 2 O, so the result follows directly from the de�nition of �=.(ii) We need to show that Obs(Hide(�00 k �0)) = Obs(Hide(�01 k �0)) for any observing�0. Pick any �0 2 F(Hide(�00 k �0)), then we must �nd �1 2 F(Hide(�01 k �0)) suchthat obs(�0) = obs(�1). There are two cases to consider. Either actor a never becomesactive, or it becomes active �rst after k steps of computation. In the �rst case, the ei arenever touched, so both computations proceed uniformly, thus their observation and fairnessbehavior both correspond. In the second case, consider the step where a receives its �rstmessage:DD�0; (�x:C[e0])a �; <a ( cv>EE <rcv : a; cv>�! DD�0; [app(�x:C[e0]; cv)]a �EE = O [e0]Factor �0 = �[e0] � �00, where �00 2 F(O [e0]) and �[] denotes a sequence where each con-�guration in the sequence contains a hole that computes uniformly in the hole. Thus,Obs(O [e0]) = Obs(O [e1]) because e0 �= e1 and O is a con�guration context. This means



33by the de�nition of Obs there is a path �01 2 F(O [e1]), such that obs(�00) = obs(�01). Let�1 = �[e1] � �01. Then, �1 2 F(Hide(�1 k �0)), since by construction it is a computationfor (Hide(�1 k �0)), and because � fair implies � � � is fair for any � such that � � � is acomputation path. Moreover, obs(�0) = obs(�1) because any event transitions in �[e0] alsooccur in �[e1], and obs(�00) = obs(�01) by hypothesis.Theorem (io-op): If two con�gurations are interaction equivalent, then they are obser-vationally equivalent. Similarly for expressions.(1) �0 �=i �1 ) �0 �= �1(2) e0 �=i e1 ) e0 �= e1Proof (1): Let � be any observing con�guration for �0, �1, and let �00 2 F(Hide(�0 k �)).Then �00 2 F(�0 k �) and by (composition of fair computations) �00 2 F(�0) k F(�).Consequently (9�0 2 F(�0); � 2 F(�))(pMerged(�0; �; �00)), so by (mergings-merged) the�0 and � are mergable, and since all events take place in � we have that obs(�00) = obs(�).Since �0 �=i �1 we can �nd �1 2 F(�1) such that i=o(�0) = i=o(�1). Hence �1 is mergablewith � and, by reasoning similar to the above, for any merging �01 we have obs(�00) = obs(�01).Also �01 has no input transitions, since the only inputs of �1; � are synchronized with outputsfrom the opposite component. Thus �01 2 F(Hide(�1 k �)). 1Proof (2): Assume e0 �=i e1 and let O be an observing context for e0; e1. Let a� be andactor not in the domain of O and let O� be obtained from O by replacing all occurrencesof event() by send(a�; nil). Then �j = O�[ej] is a con�guration with no receptionists andone external actor, a� and �0 �=i �1. Let �� = DD(�m:event())a� ;EEa�; . Then �� is anobserving con�guration for �j for j < 2. Furthermore, Obs(Hide(�j k ��)) = Obs(O [ej ])for j < 2. By (1) Obs(Hide(�0 k ��)) = Obs(Hide(�1 k ��)). 2io�opThe converse of (io-op) is an open problem.5.3. Transforming PathsNow we develop some basic tools for manipulating paths. The main objective is to beable to treat �nite sequences of transition labels as de�ning single multi-step transitions,and to establish conditions under which we may assume that a path has been put intosuitable canonical form.We let <exec : a> stand for any transition (label) with focus a, other than rcv. Thisimplicitly excludes in and out, as they are not considered to have focus actors.De�nition (Independence ? ): Two transitions are independent if whenever theycan occur consecutively, they can occur in either order, and both orders de�ne the samemulti-step transition. Formally, l0 ? l1 just if� [l0;l1]�! �0 , � [l1;l0]�! �0for all con�gurations �, �0.



34Note that two transitions are (vacuously) considered independent if they can not occuradjacently. For example rcv is independent of send; newadr; initbeh at the same locationbecause the transition immediately following a rcv must be beta-v, and no exec otherthan a become can precede an rcv.Theorem (Independence): The following pairs of transitions are independent:<in : m> ? n <rcv : a; cv> if m 6= <a ( cv><exec : a><out : m> ? n <rcv : a; cv><exec : a> except <send : a;m><rcv : a; cv> ? 8<: <in : m 0> if m 0 6= m<out : m 0><exec : a 0> except <send : a 0; <a ( cv>><init : a; a 0> ? 8<:<in=out : m><rcv : a0; cv> if a0 6= a 0<exec : a0> if a0 6= a 0<bec : a; a 0> ? 8<: <in=out : m><rcv : a0; cv> if a0 6= a<exec : a0> if a0 6= a and a0 6= a 0<send : a;m> ? 8><>: <in : m 0><out : m 0> if m 0 6= m<rcv : a0; cv> if m 6= <a0 ( cv><exec : a 0> if a 6= a 0<new : a; a 0> ? 8<: <in=out : m><rcv : a0; cv><exec : a0> if a0 6= a<fun : a> ? 8<: <in=out : m><rcv : a 0 ; cv> if a 0 6= a<exec : a 0> if a 0 6= a



35Proof (Independence): Each case must be checked. Consider the �rst case, <in : m>.This step depends on nothing since it is an input transition, so it only must be checkedthat it is not permuted to be before a step that depends directly on it. The only step thatdirectly depends on it is a receive of the same message, by inspection of the transition rules.Thus, all other transitions are independent of <in : m>. The other cases may be arguedsimilarly.An event thread, I , at a in � is a �nite subsequence of transitions of � directly initiatedby receipt of a message by a and executed by a and its clones. In other words an eventthread at a in � is a sequence in the computation of the con�guration obtained by restrictingthe con�guration of � at the point of the message receipt to the focus actor a. We furtherrequire that there are no receive transitions, other than the initial one, and no input oroutput transitions.De�nition (event thread): LetF(�) = [�i li�! �i+1 i < ./], and � 2 F(�),I = [ij j < n] such that j < j 0 < n ) ij < ij0 ,L(I; �) = [lij j < n], the transition sequence corresponding to I in �.Then I is an event thread at a in � (initiated at i0) if(1) li0 = rcv(a; cv) for some cv ,(2) L(I; �) contains no rcv, in or out transitions after the �rst rcv, and(3) L(I; �) is a computation for DD�i0cfag <a ( cv>EE.Condition (3) makes explicit the structure of an event thread, running the actor in a con-�guration with only itself and no receives can only compute itself and its clones.De�nition (macro-step): Let � 2 F(�). A macro step at a in � is a tail of an eventthread at a in �, i.e. an event thread with some of the initial transitions possibly omitted.De�nition (permutation): Let � = �; � 2 F(�). �0 = �; � 0 2 F(�) is a permutation of� if there is a bijection p on f0 � i < ./g where ./ is the length (domain) of � and � 0 suchthat � 0 = � � p, i.e. � 0(i) = �(p(i)) for 0 � i < ./.Theorem (macro-step): Let � 2 F(�), and let I be a macro step in �. Then we can�nd �0 2 F(�) and a bijection p such that �0 is a permutation of � via p, and letting I 0 bethe image of I under p, L(I 0; �0) is a multi-step of �0: I 0 = [k+ i 0 � i < Len(I)] for somek.Corollary (macro-step): The �0 given by (macro-step) also satis�es:(io) i=o(�) = i=o(�0)(ev) obs(�) = obs(�0)Proof (macro-step): This is just iterated application of (independence) to bubbleup steps to occur immediately after the initial rcv.Theorem (in�nite-macro-steps): Let � 2 F(�), and let Ij for j 2 J and index set Jbe a family (possibly in�nite) of pairwise disjoint macro steps in �. (Two macro steps I; I 0in � are disjoint if they have an empty intersection.) Then we can �nd �0 2 F(�) and abijection p such that



36(1) �0 is a permutation of � via p;(2) letting I 0j be the image of Ij under p, then L(I 0j ; �0) is a multi-step transition of �0 forj 2 JCorollary (in�nite-macro-steps): Let �0 be as in (in�nite-macro-steps), then(io) i=o(�) = i=o(�0)(ev) obs(�) = obs(�0)Proof : p is computed by induction on the index set. It will be the identity up to thepoint where the �rst macro step begins. The next group of transitions will be those ofthe macro step. Then add the length of the macro step to transitions not included untilthe next macro step begins and so on. It is easy to see that the result is a computation.Enabledness of transitions is not changed, and every transition of � occurs either as part ofa macro step or delayed by a �nite amount corresponding to the sum of the lengths of thepreceding (�nite number of) macro steps. Thus fairness is also preserved. (1) is ensuredby construction, and (2) is ensured by the fact that the two computations are related by abijection on the sequence of transition labels.6. Examples of Con�guration EquivalenceIn this section we give two examples that illustrate a method for establishing equiva-lence of con�gurations. This �rst example is an instance of a simple transformation thateliminates indirection in returning a reply to a message. The second example involves avariety of ways in which recursion can be expressed. Equivalence is established by provinginteraction equivalence. This is accomplished by establishing a causality relation betweenmessages input from the environment and messages output to the environment. Then weshow that for each con�guration and each possible pattern of input/output augmented withcausality there is a fair computation path with that pattern. The work of establishing thecausality relation is made easier by showing that computations can be put into a simplecanonical form.6.1. Indirection EliminationWe begin with a two actor system with one receptionist and one external actor. Thereceptionist takes requests for transforming data, applies one operation, and sends the resultto the other internal actor. The second actor applies a second operation and sends the resultback to the receptionist, who returns it to the external actor. This is transformed into asystem in which the second actor is modi�ed to return its results directly to the externalactor. The receptionist is unchanged. We show that this transformation is sound, i.e.that the two systems are equivalent, using the ideas sketched above. This approach alsoworks for transformations such as fusion or splitting of internal actors [33]. We assume thatdo?, ret? are true on disjoint sets of messages, and that ret?(mkret(v)) is true. We alsoassume that f and g are functions that, when applied to communicable values, have �nite



37computations, with no observable e�ects, returning communicable values. Let proceduresb0, b1 be de�ned byb0 = �x:�a:rec(�b:�m:seq(become(b);if(do?(m);send(a; f(m));if(ret?(m); send(x;m); nil))))b1 = �c:rec(�b:�m:seq(become(b); send(c; mkret(g;m))))Now we construct the two systems, each with receptionist a0 and external actor x. Theydi�er only in whether the parameter c in the internal actors behavior is instantiated to a0(indirect reply) or to x (direct reply). Thus we de�ne behaviors B0 and B1(c), and �(c), forc 2 fa0; xg.B0 = b0(x; a1); B1(c) = b1(c); �(c) = DD (B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 ;EEa0xThe soundness of the transformation from �(a0) to �(x) is expressed by the following theorem.Theorem (rem.indir): �(a0) �=i �(x)Corollary (rem.indir): �(a0) �= �(x)The proof uses two key lemmas. The �rst lemma (ri-1) says that if we are given a(possibly in�nite) sequence � of input and output transitions for �(c), and a map givingfor each occurrence of an output transition in � the (unique) input transition occurrence towhich it is a reply, then we can �nd � 2 F(�(c)) such that i=o(�) = �, for c 2 fa0; xg. Thesecond lemma (ri-2) says that if � 2 F(�(c)), then we can �nd a map , such that i=o(�); satisfy the conditions of (ri-1).Lemma (ri-1): Let � be a (possibly in�nite) sequence of input and output transitionsfor �(c)� = [li i < ./] where li 2 <in : <a0 ( cV>> [ <out : <x( cV>> for i < ./and de�nein� = fi �(i) 2 <in : <a0 ( cV>>gout� = fi �(i) 2 <out : <x( cV>>g:Suppose  maps each output to its causing input, and each input that satis�es ret? or do?causes an output with appropriate contents. I.e.,  2 [out� ! in�] is an injection such that(1) (i)< i for i 2 out�(2) if �(j) = <in : <a0 ( cv>> then (i) = j for some i with �(i) = <out : <x( cv 0>>,and(do) if do?(cv), then cv 0 = mkret(g(f(cv))(ret) if ret?(cv), then cv 0 = cv .Then we can �nd � 2 F(�(c)) such that i=o(�) = �, for c 2 fa0; xg.



38Lemma (ri-2): For c 2 fa0; xg, if � 2 F(�(c)), then we can �nd , such that i=o(�); satisfy the conditions of (ri-1).Before we prove these lemmas we show how they are used to prove the soundnesstheorem.Proof (rem.indir): It su�ces to show that, for c; c0 2 fa0; xg, if � 2 F(�(c)) then wecan �nd �0 2 F(�(c0)) such that i=o(�) = i=o(�0). Assume � 2 F(�(c)). Then by (ri-2)we obtain  such that i=o(�c);  satisfy the conditions of (ri-1). Then by (ri-1) we obtain�0 2 F(�(c0)) such that i=o(�0) = i=o(�), as required. rem:indirThe proof of the lemmas is greatly simpli�ed by showing that any fair computationpath for one of the initial con�gurations can be replaced (preserving fairness and observabletrace) by another computation path (for the same initial con�guration) that is in a simplecanonical form in which the processing of each message received by an internal actor can bethought of as a single multi-step. Thus there are only input, output, and receive transitionsto consider. To describe the canonical form, we �rst de�ne the multi-step transitionsR0(cv)and R1(cv ; c).De�nition (R0): Let � be a computation for �(c) in which a message <a0 ( cv> occursat some stage. Let I be the maximal event thread at a0 in � beginning with <rcv : a0; cv>.Then R0(cv) = [li i 2 I ]. Thus, if� = DD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 f<a0 ( cv>gEEa0xthen � R0(cv )�! �0 by execution transitions focused at a0 (no input, output, or receive tran-sitions), no execution transitions are enabled in �0. From the de�nition of B0 we can seethat�0 = 8>>>><>>>>:DD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 f<a1 ( cv 0>gEEa0x if do?(cv) and cv 0 = f(cv)DD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 f<x( cv 0>gEEa0x if ret?(cv) and cv 0 = cvDD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 ;EEa0x if neither ret?(cv) nor do?(cv).Note that the de�nition of R0 is independent of the particular computation, since thebehavior of a0 does not change.De�nition (R1): R1(cv) is obtained from the maximal event thread beginning with<rcv : a1; cv> as in the de�nition of R0. Thus, if� = DD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 f<a1 ( cv>gEEa0xthen � R1(cv)�! �0 by execution transitions focused at a1 (no input, output, or receive transi-tions), and no execution transitions remain enabled in �0. From the de�nition of B1(c) wecan see that�0 = DD(B0)a0 ; (B1(c))a1 f<c( mkret(g(cv))>gEEa0x :



39Lemma (canon-ri): Let � 2 F(�(c)). Then we can �nd �0 2 F(�(c)) such that i=o(�) =i=o(�0) and �0 = [�i Li�! �i+1 i 2 ./] where Li is one of the following:� an input of the form <in : <a0 ( cv>>;� an output of the form <out : <x( cv>>; or� one of the multi-step transitions R0(cv) or R1(cv).Proof : By (in�nite macro-steps).Proof (ri-1): Assume the conditions of (ri-1) hold for �; . De�ne � by inserting multi-step transitions: (1) just after each input of a no-op message; and (2) just before each outputtransition. Suppose �(j) = <in : <a0 ( cv>> where neither do?(cv) nor ret?(cv) hold.Then insert R0(cv) just after j. Suppose i 2 out� , (i) = j, and �(j) = <in : <a0 ( cv>>.Then we de�ne the sequence Li to insert as follows. Li = [R0(cv)] � L0 where L0 is emptyunless do?(cv), in which caseL0 = [R1(f(cv)); R0(mkret(g(f(cv))))], if c = a0, andL = [R1(f(cv))], if c = x.It is easy to see that the result of the insertions � is a computation path for �(c) withi=o(�) = �. To see that � is fair, note that the only transitions that are enabled and nottaken immediately are receives of input messages that cause outputs. This is because anyinput that causes no output is received immediately, and any message to x that appears inthe message pool is output immediately following the multi-step transition that enables it.For the remaining input messages there is a corresponding output by the conditions on and its receipt occurs in the multi-stepProof (ri-2): Suppose � 2 F(�(c)) and let � = i=o(�). By (cannon-ri) we may assume� = [�i Li�! �i+1 i 2 ./] where Li is either an input, an output, or one of the multi-step transitions Rj(cv). Thus the interesting con�gurations in � only di�er in the messagecomponent. We annotate messages with the index of the input event of the causing message.An input message causes itself, and the cause annotation of the message, if any, generatedby Rj(cv) is the same as the annotation of the message processed. Thus, ignoring theunchanging parts of the con�gurations:�i <in : <a0 ( cv>>�! �i [ f<a0 ( cv>ig�if<a0 ( cv>jg R0(cv)�! �i [8<: f<a1 ( f(cv)>jg if do?(cv)f<x( cv>jg if ret?(cv)fg otherwise�if<a1 ( cv>jg R1(cv)�! �i [ f<c( g(cv)>jgFor i 2 out', let i0 be the index of the output transition in � and let j 0 be the annotationof the message output at i. Let j be the index of the input transition j 0 in � and de�ne(i) = j. Then it is easy to see from the de�nitions of the multi-step transitions that �; satis�es the conditions of (ri-1).



406.2. Varieties of Recursion as Patterns of Message PassingWe de�ne a trivial recursive procedure, cd, which takes a number, counts down to0 and returns 0. We then de�ne various actors that have the count-down behavior. Anactor with count-down behavior responds to a message containing a number and a caller,by counting from that number down to 0 and sending a message containing 0 to the caller.The behaviors B0 and B1 do this by simply applying cd to the number. The di�erenceis that B0 sends the reply before becoming ready for the next message, while B1 becomesready for the next message immediately, leaving the work of the current message to a clone.This increases the opportunity for parallelism { i.e the number of actors with work to do.B2 implements the count-down recursion by decrementing the number and sending itselfa message with the decremented number and the caller. When the number reaches 0, B2replys to the caller. In this way an actor with behavior B2 may interleave working onrequests from various callers. B3 creates a new actor to handle each message. Again, thisis a way of increasing parallelism. The new actor has behavior B2. It could equally wellhave been given behavior B0 or B1. Finally B4 also creates a new actor for each message.This new actor implements a loop with loop variable i ( the current value of the numbercounting down). It goes once around the loop each time it receives a `tick' (any message atall). In fact, these actors are all equivalent to one that, for messages of the appropriate form,returns 0 to the caller immediately. The point is not to analyze the functional behavior, butto analyze the message patterns used to express the recursion. The examples can easily beelaborated to behaviors that compute more interesting functions using the same recursionpatterns. We chose this simple case to focus on methods for proving equivalence of thevarious recursion patterns.To avoid anomalies, we choose behaviors which ignore messages that are not of theexpected form, i.e. messages that are not pairs whose �rst component is a number. This isdone using the test bad?.bad? = �x:if(pr(x); if(isnat(1st(x)); nil; t); t)cd = rec(�d�x:if(eq(x; 0); 0; d(x� 1)))B0 = rec(�b:�m:if(bad?(m);become(b);letfn := 1st(m); c := 2nd(m)gseq(send(c; cd(n)); become(b))))B1 = rec(�b:�m:if(bad?(m);become(b);letfn := 1st(m); c := 2nd(m)gseq(become(b); send(c; cd(n)))))



41B2 = �a:rec(�b:�m:if(bad?(m);become(b);letfn := 1st(m); c := 2nd(m)gseq(become(b);if(eq(n; 0); send(c; n); send(a; pr(n� 1; c))))))B3 = rec(�b:�m:if(bad?(m);become(b);letfn := 1st(m); c := 2nd(m)gseq(become(b);letfa := newadr()gseq(initbeh(a; B2(a)); send(a; pr(n; c))))))B4x = �a:�c:rec(�b:�i:�m:if(eq(i; 0);send(c; 0);seq(become(b(i� 1)); send(a; nil))))B4 = rec(�b:�m:if(bad?(m);become(b);letfn := 1st(m); c := 2nd(m)gseq(become(b);letfa := newadr()gseq(initbeh(a; B4x(a; c; n));send(a; nil)))))De�ne the con�gurations �(j) for j � 4 by�(j) = DD (Bj)a ;EEfag; for j 2 f0; 1; 3; 4g�(2) = DD(B2(a))a ;EEfag;Theorem (cd-c): The con�gurations �(j) for j � 4 are interaction equivalent (and henceobservationally equivalent).De�ne the expressions e(j) for j � 4 bye(j) = letfa := newadrginitbeh(a; Bj) for j 2 f0; 1; 3; 4ge(2) = letfa := newadrginitbeh(a; B2(a))By (io-exp) we have the following corollary, expressing the equivalences in terms of expres-sions constructing the various actor systems.



42Corollary (cd-e): The expressions e(j) for j � 4 are observationally equivalent.The proof of (cd-c) is similar to that for the indirection removal example. It relies ontwo lemmas that show that the observable behavior is characterized by the possible i=opaths and maps from output to causing input.Lemma (cd-1): Let � be a (possibly in�nite) sequence of input/output transitions:� = [li i < ./] where li 2 <in : <a ( pr(N;A d)>> [ <out : <A d ( 0>> for i < ./and de�nein� = fi �(i) 2 <in : <a ( pr(N; Ad)>>gout� = fi �(i) 2 <out : <A d ( 0>>gSuppose  2 [out� ! in� ] is an injection such that(1) (i)< i with i 2 out� , and(2) if �(j) = <in : <a ( pr(n; c)>> with n 2 N, then j = (i) for some i with �(i) =<out : <c( 0>>.Then we can �nd � 2 F(�(j)) such that i=o(�) = �, for each case j � 4.We interpret (1) to mean that  maps each output to its causing input, and (2) tomean that each input of the correct form causes an output.Lemma (cd-2): For each case j � 4, if � 2 F(�(j)), then we can �nd , such thati=o(�);  satisfy the conditions of (cd-1).The equivalence of con�gurations �(j) for j � 4, follows easily from (cd-1,cd-2) as inthe previous example.Proof (cd-c): It su�ces to show that for any i; j � 4, if �i 2 F(�(i)) then we can�nd �j 2 F(�(j)) such that i=o(�i) = i=o(�j). Assume �i 2 F(�(i)). Then by (cd-2) weobtain  such that i=o(�i);  satisfy the conditions of (cd-1). Then by (cd-1) we obtain�j 2 F(�(j)) such that i=o(�j) = i=o(�i), as required. cd�cAgain, the key to proving the lemmas is to �nd a suitable canonical form for the faircomputations of each initial con�guration. The points of interest are input, output, receive,and count-down steps. We de�ne the multi-step transitions Rj(a; m; a 0) and Cdj(a 0; c; n).The parameter a in Rj and a 0 in Cdj are the focus of the multi-step transitions. Theparameter a 0 in Rj is the actor that will carry out the count down (a when j is 0 or 2 anda clone or newly created actor when j is 1, 3, or 4.De�nition (Rj, Cdj): If bad?(cv), thenDD�; (Bj)a �; <a ( cv>EEa� Rj(a;cv ;a)�! DD�; (Bj)a �EEa�Otherwise the multi-step transitions are de�ned by rules of the form�0 �0 L�! �1 �1



43where �0 will specify the state of a single actor, the focus of L, and �0 speci�es the messagesconsumed, if any. �1 will specify the resulting state of the focus actor, as well as any newlycreated/cloned actors. �1 will be the messages generated, if any. Each such rule abbreviatesa transitionDD� [ �0 � [ �0 EEa� L�! DD� [ �1 � [ �1 EEa�where Dom(�) \ Dom(�j) = ; and [ on messages is multiset union. L is de�ned as theleast multi-step transition leading from the left hand con�guration of the rule to the righthand con�guration.E0(c; n) = seq(send(c; cd(n)); become(B0))(B0)a <a ( pr(n; c)> R0(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! [E0(c; n)]a ;[E0(c; n)]a ; Cd0(a;c;n)�!�! � (B0)a <c( 0> if n = 0[E0(c; n� 1)]a ; if n > 0E1(c; n) = send(c; cd(n))(B1)a <a ( pr(n; c)> R1(a;pr(n;c);a 0)�!�! (B1)a ; [E1(c; n)]a 0 ;a0 fresh[E1(c; n)]a 0 ; Cd1(a 0;c;n)�!�! �[nil]a0 <c( 0> if n = 0[E1(c; n� 1)]a 0 ; if n > 0(B2(a))a <a ( pr(n; c)> R2(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! (B2)a mwhere m = <c( 0> if n = 0, and m = <a ( pr(n � 1; c)> if n > 0Cd2(a; c; n) = R2(a; pr(c; n); a)(B3)a <a ( pr(n; c)> R3(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! (B3)a ; (B2(a 0))a 0 <a 0 ( pr(n; c)>a0 freshCd3(a0; c; n) = R2(a 0; pr(c; n); a 0)(B4)a <a ( pr(n; c)> R4(a;pr(n;c);a 0)�!�! (B4)a ; (B4x(a 0; c; n))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>a0 fresh(B4x(a 0; c; 0))a 0 <a 0 ( nil> Cd4(a 0;c;0)�!�! [nil]a 0 <c( 0>(B4x(a 0; c; n+ 1))a 0 <a 0 ( nil> Cd4(a 0;c;n+1)�!�! (B4x(a0 ; c; n))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>Lemma (canon-cd): Let � 2 F(�(j)). Then we can �nd �0 2 F(�(j)) such thati=o(�) = i=o(�0) and �0 = [�i Li�! �i+1 i 2 ./] where Li is one of the following:



44� an input of the form <in : <a ( cv>>;� an output of the form <out : <c( 0>>; or� one of the multi-step transitions Rj(a; n; a 0) or Cdj(a0 ; c; n)).Proof : By (in�nite macro-steps).Proof (cd-1):Assume �;  satisfy the conditions of (cd-1). For k � 4 we construct �(k) by insertingmulti-step transitions as follows. Suppose �(j) = <in : <a0 ( cv>> where bad?(cv) holds.Then insert Rj(a; cv ; a) just after this transition. Suppose i 2 out� , (i) = j, and �(j) =<in : <a ( pr(n; c)>>. Then for �(k) insert Lk just before �(i) where Lk is de�ned as follows.L0 = [R0(a; pr(n; c); a);Cd0(a; c; n� k) k � n]L2 = [R2(a; pr(n� k; c); a) k � n]Lj = [Rj(a; pr(n; c); a 0);Cdj(a 0 ; c; n� k) k � n] for j 2 f1; 3; 4g, where a 0 is freshClearly �(k) is a complete computation from �(k). So we need only show fairness. From thede�nitions of Rk, Cdk it is easy to see that any enabled transition other than receipt of anexternal message by a or output of a message sent to an external actor is enabled and takenduring Lk . At any point there is at most one message waiting to be sent to an externalactor. The output transition occurs just after the generating Lk. Finally for any j 2 in�either �(i) is bad and is received (discarded) immediately, or is some i 2 out� such that(i) = j and hence the receipt of that message by a initiates the Lk inserted just before�(i). cd�1Proof (cd-2): Assume � 2 F(�(k)), and let � = i=o(�). By (cannon-cd) we mayassume � = [�i Li�! �i+1 i 2 ./] where �i = DD�i �i EEa , and Li is either an input,an output, or one of the multi-step transitions Rj(a; cv ; a 0), or Cd j(a 0; c; n). We want toconstruct  to satisfy the conditions of (cd-1). To do this we form an annotated version, �0,of � in which each message (occurrence) and each executing actor state, in each con�gurationis tagged with the index of the input event causing this occurrence or state (via a chain ofreceives and sends). This is done by elaborating the (multi-step) transition rules as follows.DD�i �i EEa� <in : m>�! DD�i �i;mi EEa�0(B0)a <a ( pr(n; c)>i R0(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! [E0(c; n)]ia ;[E0(c; n)]ia Cd0(a;c;n)�!�! � (B0)a <c( 0>i if n = 0[E0(c; n� 1)]ia ; if n > 0(B1)a <a ( pr(n; c)>i R1(a;pr(n;c);a 0)�!�! (B1)a ; [E1(c; n)]ia 0 ;[E1(c; n)]ia 0 ; Cd1(a 0;c;n)�!�! �[nil]a0 <c( 0>i if n = 0[E1(c; n� 1)]ia 0 ; if n > 0(B2(a))a <a ( pr(n; c)>i R2(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! (B2)a mi



45(B3)a <a ( pr(n; c)>i R3(a;pr(n;c);a)�!�! (B3)a ; (B2(a 0))a 0 <a 0 ( pr(n; c)>i(B4)a <a ( pr(n; c)>i R1(a;pr(n;c);a 0)�!�! (B4)a ; (B4x(a 0; c; n))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>i(B4x(a 0; c; 0))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>i Cd4(a 0;c;0)�!�! [nil]a 0 <c( 0>i(B4x(a 0; c; n+ 1))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>i Cd4(a 0;c;n+1)�!�! (B4x(a0 ; c; n))a 0 <a 0 ( nil>iFor i 2 out', let i0 be the index of the output transition in � and let j 0 be the annotationof the message output at i. Let j be the index of the input transition j 0 in � and de�ne(i) = j. Then it is easy to see from the de�nitions of the multi-step transitions that �; satis�es the conditions of (ri-1). cd�2Using the analysis of the count-down behaviors, and the methods for establishing ex-pression equivalence we can in fact show that the behaviors (lambda abstractions) Bj forj 2 f0; 1; 3; 4g are equivalent. We can not directly compare B2 as it requires an additionalargument. But, for example it is easy to see that �x:B0 is not equivalent to B2, becausethe equivalence of �(2) to the others depended on applying B2 to the address of the actorin which it occurs. An observing context that distinguishes between �x:B0 and B2 isDD(�x:event())a0 ; (�x:sink)a1 ; [app(app(�; a0); pr(1; a1))] ;EEAn alternative to �ltering out messages of the wrong form by explicit tests in thebehaviors Bi is to use a �lter actor as receptionist. For this we would obtain B0i from Biby omitting the bad? test; replacing if(bad?(m); become(b); bi) by bi in each case. In thesystem con�guration we would replace the working receptionist actor by a �lter actor thatdoes the checking and forwards messages that pass the test to the working actor. Forexample, de�necdin = �z:rec(�b:�m:seq(become(b); if(bad?(m); nil; send(z;m))))and replace the �j de�nitions by�(j) = DD (B0j)a 0 ; (cdin(a 0))a ;EEfag;(with additional arg of a 0 to B0j when j = 2). This has the advantage that the test is onlydone once per message and is part of the interface to the system rather than the workingpart. However the behaviors B0j are not going to be equivalent in a general context.



467. Proving Expression EquivalenceIn this section we develop three instances of a general method for proving expressionsobservationally equivalent. The method is a minor generalization of the techniques used toprove the (ciu) theorem (a form of context lemma) in [18].(1) The �rst instance of the method treats equivalence of expressions that have a commonreduct { i.e. expressions that step in 0 or more steps to the same expression havingthe same e�ects (sends, becomes, creation of new actors, initializing new actors). Thisis called the common reduct case.(2) The second instance of the method is an elaboration of the �rst, treating expressionsthat reduce to lambda abstractions that are application equivalent { i.e. have a commonreduct when applied to any value. This is called the two stage reduction case.(3) The third instance of the method treats equivalence of reduction contexts. This iscalled the equivalence of reduction contexts case.We provide examples of the use of these techniques by using them to establish theequational laws stated in x4. We note that these methods and proofs can easily be modi�edto prove interaction equivalence, instead of observational equivalence of expressions. Forsimplicity we have only treated observational equivalence here.7.1. The General MethodEach of these three methods is based on the idea of using con�guration templates toestablish a correspondence between the fair computations of con�gurations containing theentities to be proved equivalent. A con�guration template is simply a con�guration withholes, i.e. schematic variables, that may be instantiated by various sorts of syntactic entities.Observing contexts correspond to a special case of con�guration templates.The �rst step then is to choose a class of con�guration templates CT such that e0 �=e1 if Obs(ct[e0]) = Obs(ct[e1]) for all templates ct 2 CT . To establish the equality ofobservations, it is su�cient to construct, for each �0 2 F(ct[e0]), a �1 2 F(ct[e1]) such thatobs(�0) = obs(�1) and conversely. We call such a construction a path correspondence. Thecrucial fact concerning con�guration templates is that one can compute symbolically withthem in the sense that computation is parametric in the holes. Perhaps an appropriatename for this form of computation is uniform computation or reduction.A suitable class of con�guration templates is obtained by extending each syntactic classto allow holes and de�ning appropriate notions of hole �lling. Decomposition theorems andschematic reduction rules are then developed. In each of the three methods the only essentialdi�erence is the type and number of holes needed:(1) For the common reduct case we de�ne templates by adding holes for expressions. Wecall these holes expression holes, and they are denoted by �.(2) For the two stage reduction case we need not only expression holes but also a countablefamily of holes for lambda abstractions. We call these holes abstraction holes and theyare denoted by .j for j 2 N. Note that these holes are �lled by values, speci�cally bylambda abstractions, not simply by expressions.



47(3) For the equivalence of reduction contexts we need an entirely new class of holes. Theseholes will be for reduction contexts. We call them reduction context holes, and denotethem by �. Note that these holes will be �lled by reduction contexts and are not to beconfused with redex holes. As far as we are aware the introduction of holes that are�lled by contexts is completely novel.For each case, syntactic classes X are annotated with the signs of the sorts of holes theycontain: �X for expression holes; �.X for expression and lambda abstraction holes; and�X for reduction context holes. We pre�x the names of these classes by E-, LE-, or R-respectiveley. Thus E-expressions are expression templates with holes for expressions, �E isthe set of E-expressions, and we let �e range over �E . Similarly for other syntactic classesand hole types.The idea underlying the construction of a path correspondence to establish equivalenceis the same for each of the three cases. It relies on the ability to localize di�erences incomputations as multi-steps, and to use holes to formalize the aspects of computation thatare independent of the local di�erences. Consider the case of proving expressions equivalentusing templates with expression holes. We consider fair computation paths starting from anE-con�guration with holes �lled by one of the expressions, say e0. For each such path, �0,we show how to obtain a sequence of E-con�gurations satisfying two conditions. The �rstis that �lling the holes in the sequence of E-con�gurations with e0 (and �lling in transitionlabels) yields �0. The second is that �lling the holes in the sequence of E-con�gurations withe1 (and �lling in transition labels) yields a fair computation path with the same observation.The other two cases are simple variations on this idea.One of the keys ideas in uniform computation is to insure that transitions commute withhole �lling; except of course when the hole is touched, i.e. information about the contentsof the hole is required to carry out the step. Consider the schematic redex app(�x:�; v).We need a notation that allows us to carry out this reduction in such a way that �lling thehole and the reducing gives the same result as reducing and then �lling the hole. For thispurpose we associate with each hole a substitution to be applied when the hole is �lled. Thedomain of the substitution also determines the variables of an expression that are trappedat the hole. This localizes trapping and allows renaming of lambda-variables even in thepresence of holes (which is not the case for traditional notions of expression context). Adetailed development of this notation can be found in [30, 32]. We use �[��] to denote anexpression hole with associated substitution �� (which may in turn have expressions holesin its range), a similar notation holds for the other classes of holes: .j [�.�] for abstractionholes, and �[��] for reduction holes.To simplify de�nitions of syntactic classes we treat app on a par with elements of F2 .We use �n for syntactic operations of arity n, and �en to indicate the operations of theextended language (i.e. �0 extended to include event). Thus:De�nition (�n �en):�2 = F2 [ fappg �n = Fn for n 6= 2�e0 = �0 [ feventg �en = �n for n 6= 0



487.2. Common Reduct CaseWe now treat the common reduct case in depth. The other two cases follow in thesame manner and we allow ourselves to be a little more terse.7.2.1. E-SyntaxAs mentioned above, syntactic classes, X , with expression holes are indicated by themark �X . Metavariables ranging over these classes are indicated by the same mark, and wepre�x the names of these classes by E-. Thus we have E-expressions where �e ranges over �E ,E-con�gurations where �� ranges over �K , etc. We �rst de�ne the E- analogs of expression,value expression, and value substitution.De�nition (�E �V �S):�V= A t [X[ �X:�E [ pr(�V; �V)�E = �V[�en(�En) [ �[�S]�S=X f! �V� is the only binding operator, and free variables of E-expressions are de�ned as follows:De�nition (FV(�e) FV(��)):FV(�e) = 8><>:FV(��) if �e = �[��]f�eg if �e 2XFV(�e0)� fzg if �e = �z:�e0FV(�e0)[ : : :[ FV(�en) if �e = �(�e1; : : : ; �en) and � 2 �enFV(��) = [x2Dom(��)FV(��(x))The variables in the domain of occurrences of �� are neither free or bound. In particular,renaming of bound variables only applies to the range of a substitution associated with ahole, not to its domain.De�nition (�e[��] ��1 � ��2): Substitution is extended to E-expressions as follows:�e[��] = 8>>><>>>: �[�� � ��0] if �e = �[��0]�e if �e 2X�Dom(��)��(�e) if �e 2 Dom(��)�z:�e0[��c(Dom(��)� fzg)] if �e = �z:�e0 and z 62 FV(��)�(�e0[��]; : : : ; �en[��]) if �e = �(�e1; : : : ; �en) and � 2 �en��1 � ��2 = �x 2 Dom(��2):��2(x)[��1]As de�ned here substitution is a partial operation. Using renaming substitutions we cande�ne � renaming in the usual way. We consider E-expressions (and entities containingthem) to be equivalent if the di�er only by � renaming. Thus, for any substitution we canalway choose an � variant so that substitution is de�ned.Expression hole �lling is de�ned by induction on the structure of �e . Like substitution,we avoid capture of free variables in e by lambda binding. We let �e[� := e] be the resultof �lling expression holes in �e with e. All capture is done at hole occurrences.



49De�nition (�e[� := e]):�e[� := e] = 8><>: e[�x 2 Dom(��):��(x)[� := e]] if �e = �[��]�(�e1[� := e]; : : : ; �en[� := e]) if �e = �(�e1; : : : ; �en) and � 2 �en�v if �e = �v 2 A t [X�x:�e[� := e] if �e = �x:�e and x not free in eLemma (�l-subst): Hole �lling and substitution commute.�e[��][� := e 0] = �e [� := e 0][��[� := e 0]]if Dom(��)\ FV(e 0) = ;.Proof : By induction on the structure of �e . We assume the names of bound variablesin �e have been chosen not to conict with any free variables in e 0, or the range of ��, orthe domain of ��. As examples, we consider the cases where �e is a lambda abstraction ora hole. If �e = �z:�e0 then�e[��][� := e 0]= (�z:�e0[��])[� := e 0]= �z:(�e0[��][� := e 0]) by hygiene assumptions= �z:(�e0[� := e 0][��[� := e 0]]) by the Induction Hypothesis= (�z:�e0[� := e 0])[��[� := e 0 ]] by hygiene assumptions= �e[� := e 0][��[� := e 0]]If �e = �[��0] then�e[��][� := e 0]= �[��0][��][� := e 0]= (�[�z 2 Dom(��0):��0(z)[��]])[� := e 0]= e 0[�z 2 Dom(��0):��0(z)[��][� := e 0]]= e 0[�z 2 Dom(��0):��0(z)[� := e 0][��[� := e 0]]] by the Induction Hypothesis= e 0[��0[� := e 0]� ��[� := e 0]]= �[��0][� := e 0][��[� := e 0 ]] by hygiene assumptions= �e[� := e 0][��[� := e 0]]Next we de�ne analogs of redex and reduction context.De�nition (�R �E rdx):�R= f g [ �m+n+1(�Vm; �R; �En)�E rdx = �en(�Vn)



50Note that E-reduction contexts possess two types of holes, consequently we must disam-biguate the process of hole �lling. Note that the unique occurrence of a redex hole is notadorned with a substitution, consequently the process of �lling the redex hole, , with theE-expression, �e, remains unchanged, and we denote it by �R[ := �e].In the case of multiple hole �lling we write �R[� := e0][ := e] for the result of �llingthe expression holes with e0, and the redex hole with e.Lemma (E-properties):(1) �R[� := e0][ := e] = �R[ := e][� := e0](2) Filling an E-expression, E-reduction context, or E-redex with an expression yields anexpression, reduction context, or redex, respectively.7.2.2. E-Expression DecompositionWe now give a decomposition lemma for E-expressions: An E-expression �e is eitheran E-value (element of �V) or it can be decomposed uniquely into an E-reduction context�lled with either an E-redex or with an expression hole.Lemma (E-expression decomposition):(0) �e 2 �V; or(1) (9!�R; �r)(�e = �R[ := �r ]); or(2) (9!�R; ��)(�e = �R[ := �[��]])Proof : An easy induction on the structure of �e . We consider two example cases.First, suppose �e = �[��]. Then we have case (2) with �R = . Second, suppose �e =�(�e1; : : : ; �en). If �ei 2 �V for 1 � i � n, then we have case (1) with �R = (and �r = �e).If �ei 62 �V for some 1 � i � n, assume k to be the least such i. Then by the inductionhypothesis, �ek decomposes either as (i) �R0[ := �r ], or as (ii) �R0[ := �[��]]. Taking�R = �(�e1; : : : ; �ek�1; �R0; �ek+1; : : : ; �en) we obtain the desired decomposition of �e.7.2.3. E-Con�gurationsAn E-con�guration �� is formed like a con�guration, using E-expressions and E-valuesinstead of simple expressions and values.De�nition (�K):�K = DD �A c �M EE��where�A c = A d f! �A s�A s = (�x:�E) [ [�E] [ f(?Ad)g�M = <�V( �V>



51and the constraints speci�ed in the de�nition of actor con�gurations in x2 are satis�ed.1 Welet �� range over �K , and �� range over �A c. Filling expression holes of an E-con�guration,E-actor map, E-actor state, E-multiset of messages, and E-messages is de�ned in the obviousmanner. Let �X stand generically for an element of one of these E-syntactic classes, thenwe de�ne �X[� := e] as follows:De�nition (�X [� := e]):�X [� := e] = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:DD ��[� := e] ��[� := e]EE�� if �X = DD �� ��EE���x 2 Dom(��):��(x)[� := e] if �X = ��((�x:�e)[� := e]) if �X = (�x:�e)[�e[� := e]] if �X = [�e](?a) if �X = (?a)f�m[� := e] �m 2 ��g if �X = ��<�v0[� := e]( �v1[� := e]> if �X = <�v0 ( �v1>An E-con�guration, ��, is closing for e if ��[� := e] is a closed con�guration. Dually anexpression e is a valid �lling for an E-con�guration, ��, if ��[� := e] is a con�guration. Asfor atoms and variables, the notion of communicable value remains unchanged and we donot introduce new notation for these. In particular, although messages may have holes, amessage with a hole can e�ectively be ignored. This is because holes in E-values must occurinside �'s and hence �lling these holes cannot yield communicable values or actor addresses.Thus a message with a hole can never be delivered or output. The next lemma expressesthe fact that closing E-con�gurations make just the same observations as simple observingcontexts.Lemma (ocx): e0 �= e1 i� Obs(��[e0]) = Obs(��[e1]) for all �� that close e0; e1.Proof : The backward implication is easy to see, since O is (with suitable trans-lation to account for trapping at holes rather than at lambdas) a subset of �K . Theidea for the proof of the forward implication is to de�ne for each con�guration context��, an observing context O whose computations give rise to the same set of observa-tions. In fact O evolves to �� in a �nite number of steps. For an E-expression �e wede�ne �ey to be the result of recursively replacing decorated holes �[��] by applicationsapp(: : :app(�x1: : : :�xn:�; ��(x1)y); : : : ; ��(xn)y) where fx1; : : : ; xng = Dom(��). Let �� =DD �� �EE, let A = [ai i < n] = Dom(��), and de�ne O = DD[e��]â ;EE where â 62 A,and e�� is constructed as follows. LetE = fi < n (9�ei)(��(ai) = [�ei])g, and let nE be the cardinality of E.I = fi < n (9�v i)(��(ai) = (�v i))g.Bi(a0; : : : ; an�1) = �vyi , if ��(ai) = (�v i).Bi(a0; : : : ; an�1) = �a:seq(send(a; 0); �eyi , if ��(ai) = [�ei].� = f<zj ( �v j> j < mg1 The only condition whose meaning is altered in this general setting is (2), where the free variables of anyholes must be taken into consideration.



52De�neW�� = rec(�b:�k:�m:if(eq(k; 0); seq(send(zj ; �vyj)j<m); become(b(k� 1))))e�� = letfai := newadr()gi<nseq(initbeh(ai; Bi(a0; : : : ; an�1))i2I[E;send(ai; â)i2E;become(W��(nE)))Now, we claim that any computation of ��[� := e] has a corresponding computation (withsame observations) of O [e] obtained by accepting all the startup messages, sending andaccepting the acks, and completing the computation of the initializing actor (which canthen be ignored). Conversely any computation of O [e] has a corresponding computationof ��[� := e] obtained by ignoring the �nite amount of initializing activity. This argumentcan be made more rigorous by decomposing paths in either system and then replacing holecontents and making local transformation of non-uniform transition steps. This process isexplained in more detail in the proof of the theorem (fun-red-eq) below.7.2.4. E-ReductionThe reduction relations �7! and 7! are extended to the generalized domains in theobvious fashion, simply by liberally annotating metavariables with �'s, modulo the extensionof substitution to E-expressions. As examples, we give the (beta-v), (br), and (eq) clausesof �7! and the internal transitions for 7! on closed E-con�gurations.De�nition ( �7!):(beta-v) �R[ := app(�x:�e; �v)] �7! �R[ := �e[x := �v ]](br) �R[ := br(�v1; �v2; �v)] �7! � �R[ := �v1] if �v 2 �V� fnilg�R[ := �v2] if �v = nil(eq) �R[ := eq(�v0; �v1)] �7! � �R[ := t] if �v0 = �v1 2 A t�R[ := nil] if �v0; �v1 2 A t and �v0 6= �v1De�nition (7!):<fun : a> �e �7! �e 0 ) DD ��;[�e]a ��EE 7! DD ��; [�e 0]a ��EE<new : a; a 0> DD ��; [�R[ := newadr()]]a ��EE 7! DD ��; [�R[ := a 0]]a; (?a)a0 ��EE a0 fresh<init : a; a 0> DD ��; [�R[ := initbeh(a 0; �v)]]a;(?a)a0 ��EE 7! DD ��; [�R[ := nil]]a;(�v)a0 ��EE<bec : a; a 0> DD ��; [�R[ := become(�v)]]a ��EE 7! DD ��;[�R[ := nil]]a0 ;(�v)a ��EE a0 fresh<send : a;m> DD ��; [�R[ := send(�v0; �v1)]]a ��EE 7! DD ��; [�R[ := nil]]a ��;<�v0 ( �v1>EE<rcv : a; cv> DD ��; (�v)a <a ( cv>; ��EE 7! DD ��; [app(�v ; cv )]a ��EE



537.2.5. E-Uniform ComputationThe notion of E-uniformity of computation is made precise in the following de�nitionsand lemmas. The basic idea is that given a decomposition of a con�guration as an E-con�guration with holes �lled by a given expression, then any transition step leading fromthat con�guration is either independent of what appears in the holes, or it explicitly usesinformation about the contents of some hole occurrence.De�nition (E-hole touching): Let �� = DD �� ��EE. We say that �� touches a hole ata if ��(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]] for some �R, ��.We say that a transition � l�! �0 touches a hole relative to a decomposition � = ��[� :=e] if l has focus a and �� touches a hole at a.Lemma (E-Uniform Computation):(1) If �� l�! ��0, then ��[� := e] l�! ��0[� := e] for any valid �lling expression e.(2) If �� has no transition with focus a (and a is an actor of ��), then either �� touches ahole at a or ��[� := e] has no transition with focus a for any valid �lling expression e.(3) If � l�! �0 and � = ��[� := e], then either the transition touches a hole or we can �nd��0 such that �0 = ��0[� := e] and �� l�! ��0.Proof (1): This is proved by considering cases on the transition rule applied. The onlyinteresting case is (beta-v). This follows from (�l-subst) 1Proof (2): Assume �� = DD �� ��EE has no transition with focus a, and �� does nottouch a hole at a. Then one of the following holds:(i) ��(a) = (?0a)(ii) ��(a) = (�v) and �� contains no messages deliverable to a(iii) ��(a) = [�v](iv) ��(a) = [�R[ := initbeh(�v0; �v1)]] where �v0 is not the address of an uninitializedactor created by a(v) ��(a) = [�R[ := �R]] where �R is a non-actor redex that is stuck.In each of these cases, it easy to see that there will be no transition with focus a enabledwhen the expressions holes are �lled. 2Proof (3): Assume � = DD� �EE l�! �0 = DD�0 �0 EE and � = ��[� := e]. Thus�� = DD �� ��EE where � = ��[� := e] and � = ��[� := e]. We want to �nd ��0, ��0 such that�� l�! ��0 = DD ��0 ��0 EE, �0 = ��0[� := e], and �0 = ��0[� := e]. Since we are consideringclosed con�gurations there are no i=o transitions. Thus, we need to consider only two casesrcv transitions and exec transitions. We split the exec transitions into functional and actorprimitives.Receive: l = <rcv : a; cv>, <a ( cv> 2 �, and �(a) = (v). Thus ��(a) = (�v) withv = �v [� := e]. Thus we let ��0 = ��fa := [app(�v ; cv)]g, and �� = ��0 [ f<a ( cv>g.



54Execution-lambda: l = <fun : a>, �(a) = [R[ := r ]] and r �7! e 0. Thus ��(a) =[�R[ := �r ]] with R = �R[� := e], and r = �r [� := e]. Thus we want to �nd �e0 suchthat �r �7! �e 0. Then ��0 = ��fa := [�R[ := �e 0]]g and ��0 = ��. If r = app(�z:e0; v)(z chosen fresh), then e 0 = e0[z := v ], and �r = app(�z:�e0; �v) where e0 = �e0[� := e]and v = �v [� := e]. Take �e 0 = �e0[z := �v ] and use (�l-subst). If r = eq(v0; v1), then�r = eq(�v0; �v1) where vj = �vj [� := e] for j < 2. e 0 is t or nil and we may take �e 0 = e 0.The remaining cases are similar.Execution-actor: If l = <send : a>, then �(a) = [R[ := send(v0; v1)]] �0(a) =[R[ := nil]], �0 = � [ f<v0 ( v1>g. Also ��(a) = [�R[ := send(�v0; �v1)]] whereR = �R[� := e], and vj = �v j [� := e] for j < 2. Take ��0 = ��fa := [�R[ := nil]]g and��0 = �� [ f<�v0 ( �v1>g.If l = <become : a; a 0>, then a 0 is fresh, �(a) = [R[ := become(v)]] �0(a) = (v),�0(a 0) = [R[ := nil]], and �0 = �. Also ��(a) = [�R[ := become(�v)]] where R =�R[� := e], and v = �v [� := e]. Take ��0 = ��fa := (�v); a 0 := [�R[ := nil]]g and ��0 = ��.If l = <new : a; a 0>, then a 0 is fresh, �(a) = [R[ := newadr()]] �0(a) = [R[ := nil]],�0(a 0) = (?a), and �0 = �. Also ��(a) = [�R[ := newadr()]] where R = �R[� := e]. Take��0 = ��fa := [�R[ := nil]]; a 0 := (?a)g and ��0 = ��.If l = <init : a; a 0>, then �(a) = [R[ := initbeh(a 0; v)]], �(a 0) = (?a), �0(a) =[R[ := nil]], �0(a 0) = (v), and �0 = �. Also ��(a) = [�R[ := initbeh(a 0; �v)]], whereR = �R[� := e], and v = �v [� := e], and ��(a 0) = (?a).. Take ��0 = ��fa := [�R[ :=nil]]; a 0 := (�v)g and ��0 = ��.3 E�uniform7.2.6. The (fun-red-eq) TheoremNow we have enough notation to describe the construction of path correspondencesfor expressions with uniform common reducts. We �rst consider the case of expressionsthat reduce via purely functional reductions. Then we show how this construction can bemodi�ed to allow for reduction of actor primitives.Theorem (fun-red-eq): If for each �� with domain containing the free variables ofe0; e1, either ej [��] hangs for j < 2, or there is some �ec such that ej [��] reduces in 0 ormore �7! steps to �ec uniformly, then e0 �= e1.Corollary (fun-red-eq): The following laws are instances of (fun-red-eq): (red-exp),(beta-v), (ift), (ifn), (ifelim), (isprt), (isprn), (fst), and (snd).Proof : Assume that for each closing �� there is �ec;j such that ej [��] �7! : : : �7! �ec;j j < 2,uniformly, and either �ec;j is (uniformly) stuck for j < 2, or �ec;0 = �ec;1. In either case wecall �ec;j the common reduct. We want to show that e0 �= e1. By (ocx) it is su�cient toshow that Obs(��[� := e0]) = Obs(��[� := e1]) for any �� that is a closing E-con�gurationfor e0 and e1. To do this, we show that for any �0 2 F(��[� := e0]) = [�i li�! �i+1 i 2 ./]we can �nd �1 2 F(��[� := e1]) such that obs(�0) = obs(�1). (The case with 0 and 1interchanged is symmetric.)Informally, by the uniformity property of computations, we see that replacing occur-rences of e0 by e1 has no e�ect on a computation except where a hole is touched. Using(in�nite macro-steps) we can localize non-uniform steps so that when a hole is touched,



55reduction to a common reduct occurs in a single multi-step (which involves no event transi-tions). Thus we may obtain a computation for ��[� := e1] by replacing occurrences of e0 bye1 and replacing multi-step transitions reducing e0[��] to its common reduct by multi-steptransitions reducing e1[��] to its common reduct. To insure completeness/fairness of theresult, we need to take account of the case where a hole �[��] is exposed, but the multi-stepfor e0[��] is trivial and hence does not appear as a transition. We do this by inserting thecorresponding multi-step for e1[��] at the point where the hole is �rst exposed. Such holesthen e�ectively disappear, since they are either �lled with a stuck expression or with thesame expression. Below we make this informal argument more rigorous, by the followingsteps:(1) We analyze the con�gurations occurring in �0 and record occurrences of e0 in holesdescending from ��. This gives us decompositions ��i[� := e0] of �i. In the cases wherea hole is touched such that e0 is its common reduct, we �ll that hole with e0 giving anew E-con�guration ��0i with one less hole, such that ��0i[� := e0] is �i. This process of�lling holes with common reducts continues until the transition li is either uniform ortouches a hole in which e0 is not its common reduct. We also record subsequences oftransitions corresponding to uniform reduction of such occurrences of e0 to its commonreduct.(2) Using (in�nite-macro-steps) we may assume that the path is expressed in terms ofmulti-step transitions such that the recorded subsequences of transitions correspondingto non-trivial reduction to a common reduct are single multi-steps. We also insert copiesof �i for each hole that is �lled with a common reduct, remembering the correspondingdecomposition, and insert empty multi-steps between these copies. We also insert acopy of �i and a connecting empty multi-step for each hole that occurs in a reductioncontext that is not touched { because the occurrence of e0 is stuck, or because it is avalue and placing it in the redex hole produces either a value or a stuck state.(3) Form �1 by �lling the holes of ��i (and remaining holes is additional copies) with e1and replacing multi-steps for e0 by corresponding multi-steps for e1 (empty multi-stepsmay expand to non-trivial reductions of occurrences of e1 to its common reduct.It is easy to see that �1 is a computation path. The argument that it is complete and fairrelies on the insertion of multi-steps, and uses the same case analysis that was used in theuniform computation lemma.Step (1) We analyze and decompose �0 to obtain(i) for each i < ./ a series of decompositions ��i;j for j � ni such that �i = ��i;j [� := e0]for j � ni and such that ��i;ni li�! ��i+1;0 uniformly, or the transition touches a holein which e0 has non-trivial reduction to its common reduct. (We call this entering thehole.) ni will be 0 except in the case of a hole touched in which e0 is its own commonreduct. Then we �ll that hole with the common reduct and redecompose.(ii) The set I of indices of transitions that enter holes(iii) The map J from I to the sequence of indices of transitions corresponding to the threadof computation that carries out the reduction to the common reduct.This is done incrementally by de�ning sequences In, Jn by induction on n and takingI = Sn<./ In, and J = Sn<./ Jn. At stage (i; j) we have de�ned Ii, Ji, and ��i;j . If j = ni,then the next stage is (i+ 1; 0) otherwise it is (i; j + 1).



56Stage (0; 0) I0 = ;, and J0 is the empty map. ��0;0 = ��.At stage (i; j) There are four cases to consider:(1) li is execution in a hole;(2) li is uniform wrt ��i;j(3) li touches a hole and(3.1) enters the hole(3.2) does not enter the holeCase 1: This case occurs if i is an element of M = Ji(m) for some m 2 Ii. Thus ni = jand li = <fun : a> for some a. We move to stage (i + 1; 0) with Ii+1 = Ii, Ji+1 = Ji,��i+1;0 = ��i;j , and ��i+1;0 = ��i;jfa := [�R[ := �em;k+1]]g where �R, and �em;k+1 areobtained as follows. Let k be the index of i in M . The hole is entered at stage (m;nm)with ��m;nm(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]]. Let �em;0 = e0[��], let n be the length of M , and let[�em;k �7! �em;k+1 k < n] be the thread of computation reducing e0[��] to its commonreduct �em;n. Note that ��i;j(a) = [�R[ := �em;k]].Case 2: ni = j and we move to stage (i+ 1; 0) with Ii+1 = Ii, Ji+1 = Ji, ��i+1;0 suchthat ��i;j li�! ��i+1;0 uniformly according to the uniformity lemma.Case 3.1: In this case li = <fun : a> for some a. ni = j and we move to stage (i+ 1; 0)with Ii+1 = Ii[fig, Ji+1 = Jifi :=Mg, ��i+1 = ��i, and ��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := �e i;1]]gwhere M , �R, and �e i;1 are obtained as follows. Let ��i;j(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]], let �ei;0 =e0[��], and let [�ei;k[��] �7! �e i;k+1 k < n+ 1] be the thread of computation reducing e0[��]to its common reduct �ei;n+1. By fairness, there is a sequence of indicesM = [ik k < n+1]with i0 = i, ik < ik+1 for k < n + 1 such than M is the macro step corresponding to theabove lambda reduction.Case 3.2: We move to stage (i; j + 1) with Ii+1 = Ii, Ji+1 = Ji, ��i;j+1 = ��i;j , and��i;j+1 = ��i;jfa := [�R[ := e0[��]]]g where a, �R, �� are obtained as follows. a is thefocus of li, and ��i;j(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]], with e0[��] equal to its common reduct.Step (2) The family J(i) for i 2 I satis�es the conditions of (in�nite-macro-step).Hence we may assume that �0 has the form�[��i;0[� := e0] [ ]�! : : : [ ]�! ��i;ni Li�! ��i+1;0[� := e0]] i < ./�where each Li is either a single (uniform) transition, or a multi-step reduction of an occur-rence of e0 to its common reduct, and the E-con�gurations obtained by the above decom-position method. For each i, if ��i;0(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]], and and there are no transitionsLj for i � j with focus a, and i is the least such index, we insert before each transitionleading from ��i;0 an an empty transition ��i;0[� := e0] [ ]�! ��i;0[� := e0].Step (3) We let �1 be the path�[��i;0[� := e1] Li;0�! : : : Li;ni�1�! ��i;ni [� := e1] L0i�! ��i+1;0[� := e1]] i < ./�



57where L0i is Li if Li is a single (uniform) transition; L0i is the corresponding macro-stepreduction of the occurrence of e1 to its common reduct, if Li is a macro-step or an emptytransition.Clearly �1 is a complete computation path. Also the transitions are the same exceptfor points where holes are touched, but these di�erences are not observable. Thus obs(�0) =obs(�1).It remains to check that fairness has been preserved. Suppose some transition l isenabled at stage i in �1. We have three cases:Receive: Suppose l is receipt of <a ( cv>. Then ��i(a) = (�x:�e) and hence l is enabledin �0 at stage i. If l �res in �0 at stage i0 � i, then it also �res at this stage in �1. Supposel never �res in �0. Then by fairness, there is some i0 > i such that ��j(a) is an executingstate for j � i0. By construction l is permanently disabled at i0 in �1 as well.Uniform Execution: Suppose l is an execution step with focus a where ��i(a) =[�R[ := �r ]]. Then l is enabled in �0 at i, it can not be disabled, and must occur in �0 atsome stage i0 � i and hence will occur in �1 at that stage.Hole Touching: Suppose l is an execution step by a with ��i(a) = [�e] where �e =�R[ := �[��]]. First assume e1[��] reduces. If �e[� := e0] does not reduce, then by construc-tion, the transition is taken in �1 as soon as it is enabled. If �e[� := e0] reduces, then atransition will eventually be taken at a in �0, and the l will be taken at the correspondingpoint in �1. Suppose e1[��] does not reduce. Then it must be a value, hence the commonreduct. Hence the reduction of e0 is enabled in �0 and will eventually be taken. �R hasthe form �R0[ := �(�vm; �[��]; �en)]. If all the E-expressions �en are E-values, then l mustbe reduction of the redex in �R0 and this is also enabled now, in �0. Otherwise considerdecomposition of the �rst non-value element of �en and repeat this argument. Since we arenow looking at a smaller E-expression, we eventually reach the point where the step enabledin �1 corresponds to one in �0 and hence will occur eventually.7.2.7. The Proof of the (hang-in�n) TheoremWe now prove (hang-in�n), which says that any two expressions that hang or havein�nite computations are observationally equivalent.Proof (hang-in�n): Assume e0; e1 2 Hang [ In�n. We want to show that e0 �= e1.Let �� = DD �� ��EE be a closing E-con�guration for e0 and e1. Assume �0 2 F(��[� :=e0]) = [�i li�! �i+1 i 2 ./]. We want to �nd ��i, and Li, such that �i = ��i[� := e0]where ��i = DD ��i ��i EE and, letting �1 = [��i[� := e1] Li�! ��i+1[� := e1] i 2 ./], we have�1 2 F(��[� := e1]) and obs(�0) = obs(�1). (Actually, we let holes in �j be �lled by anyexpression of the same class as ej .) For the base case we have ��0 = ��. Assume we have��i. Suppose e0 2 Hang . Let a be the focus of li. We �rst consider each a 0 other than asuch that ��i(a 0) = �R[ := �[��]]. If e1 2 Hang then we just insert any steps needed toreach the stuck state (we assume that they are already macroized for �0). If e1 2 In�n,then insert the step to reach the next element of its in�nite sequence. Now we consider thetransition label li. If it does not touch a hole, then ��i+1 is given by the uniform transitionlemma. Suppose ��i(a) = �R[ := �[��]]. Then ��i+1 has the same decomposition, justpossible di�erent expressions (of the same class) �lling the holes. h�i



587.2.8. The Proofs of the Actor Primitive LawsWe show how to modify the construction for the purely functional case to establishequivalence where reductions may involve actor primitives. The notion of common reductis a fragment of an E-con�guration which must be merged with the parent con�guration.In the equivalences considered below, with one exception, no extra steps need to be insertedsince in every instance either both expressions step, or both hang. Thus we only need toconstruct ��i+1 for the hole touching case. Fairness follows easily using the same argumentas for the functional case. The exception is the commuting of newadr with initbeh, whichwill be treated in more detail below.Proof (triv): Suppose e0; e1 are taken from the pair #(�x); seq(#(�x); nil) where # 2fsend; become; initbehg. Suppose li is an execution by a with ��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]].We de�ne ��i+1 for each form #(�x).(send(x0; x1)) ��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := nil]]g. Also, ��i+1 = ��i[f<�v0 ( �v1>g, where�v j = xj [��]. (Note that any holes appearing in messages must be inside lambdas andhence the message is ill-formed and can be ignored.)(become(x0)) ��i+1 = ��ifa := (��(x0)); a 0 := [�R[ := nil]]g where a 0 is a new (anony-mous) actor identi�er.(initbeh(x0; x1)) ��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := nil]]; ��(x0) := (��(x1))g. Since the stepoccurs in �0, we may assume a 0 = ��(x0) 2 Dom(��i), and ��i(a 0) = (?a).trivProof (can-b): Suppose e0; e1 are taken from the pairseq(become(v0); become(v1)); seq(become(v0); nil):Assume li is an execution by a with ��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]]. De�ne��i+1 = ��ifa := (v0[��]); a 0 := [�R[ := nil]]gwhere a 0 is a new anonymous actor identi�er. We ignore the additional anonymous actorwith state (v1[��]) in the case of two becomes, since it is carried along unchanged in theremainder of the computation.Proof (can-i): Suppose e0; e1 are taken from the pairseq(initbeh(v ; v0); initbeh(v ; v1)); seq(initbeh(v ; v0); stuck):(The equivalence with stuck replaced by bot follows from (hang-in�n).) Assume li is anexecution by a with ��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]]. De�ne��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := bot]]; ��(v) := (��(v0))gSince the step occurs in �0, we may assume a 0 = ��(v) 2 Dom(��i), and ��i(a 0) = (?a).O�cially, in �1 ��i+1(a) should be [�R[ := initbeh(v ; v1)[��]]]. But, as in the proof of(hang-in�n) we treat stuck expressions as indistinguishable.Proof (commutes): Suppose e0; e1 are taken from one of the pairs in the commuteslemma, except (n-i). Assume li is an execution by a with ��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]].



59(s-s)letfx0 := send(v0; v1)gletfx1 := send(v2; v3)geletfx1 := send(v2; v3)gletfx0 := send(v0; v1)geDe�ne��i+1 = ��ifadr := [�R[ := efx0 := nil; x1 := nilg[��]]]g�v j = vj [��] for j < 4��i+1 = ��i [ f<�v0 ( �v1>; <�v2 ( �v3>gs�s(s-n)letfx0 := send(v0; v1)gletfx1 := newadr()geletfx1 := newadr()gletfx0 := send(v0; v1)geLet a1 be fresh and de�ne��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := efx0 := nil; x1 := a1g[��]]]a1 := (?a)g�v j = vj [��] for j < 2��i+1 = ��i [ f<�v0 ( �v1>gs�n(n-n)letfx0 := newadr()gletfx1 := newadr()geletfx1 := newadr()gletfx0 := newadr()geLet a0; a1 be fresh and de�ne��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := efx0 := a0; x1 := a1g[��]]]a0 := (?a)a1 := (?a)gn�n(n-i) To complete the proof, we treat the case (n-i). Here e0; e1 are taken from the pairletfx0 := newadr()gletfx1 := initbeh(v ; v1)geletfx1 := initbeh(v ; v1)gletfx0 := newadr()geWe �rst consider possible dangling transitions. This can only happen if e0 does the ini-tialization �rst. Suppose ��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]], such that when initbeh(v ; v1) isplaced in the expression hole no transition is enabled. Then we insert the newadr tran-sition in Li and remove the hole, leaving some stuck expression in its place. As beforewe do not distinguish between di�erent stuck expressions placed in the hole. Also, in �1there will be an extra uninitialized actor carried along untouched for each such insertion.These can also be ignored. Now we consider the transition li. Assume its focus is a and��i(a) = [�R[ := �[��]]]. Since we have removed holes with stuck initializations, we mayassume that initbeh(v ; v1) at this point. Let a0 be fresh and de�ne��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := efx0 := a0; x1 := nilg[��]]]a0 := (?a)a1 := (v1[��])gn�i commutes



607.3. Equivalence by Two Stage ReductionThere is one remaining equivalence to establish using common reducts:(if.lam) �x:if(v ; e1; e2) �= if(v ; �x:e1; �x:e2) x 62 FV(v)The intuitive reasoning behind this equivalence is that for any closing substitution(allowing holes, and actor addresses in the range) the two expressions reduce to equivalentlambda expressions. In fact these lambda expressions have the property that when appliedto any argument they reduce to a common expression.The method developed so far requires reduction to a common local con�guration inone stage. Thus we must elaborate the notion of a template to provide for two stages.Speci�cally, we add a family of holes for lambda-abstractions, which we denote by .j forj 2 J for some J 2 N[ f!g.7.3.1. LE-SyntaxSyntactic classes X with both expression and lambda holes are indicated by the mark�.X , and we pre�x the names of these classes by LE-, thus we have LE-expressions, LE-con�gurations, etc. The de�ning clauses are as before with two exceptions: lambda holesare added to the clause generating values; and app(.j [�.�]; �.v) is omitted from the class ofLE-redexes. The latter exception is made in order to preserve the property that redexesreduce uniformly.De�nition (�.V, �.E , �.S, �.R, �.E rdx):�.V= A t [X[ �X:�.E [ pr(�.V; �.V) [ .N [�.S]�.E = �.V[ �en(�.En) [ f�[�.S]g�.S=X f! �.V�.R= f g [�m+n+1(�.Vm; �.R; �.En)�.E rdx = �en(�.Vn)� app(.j [�.S]; �.V)Note that lambda holes can occur in the range of a value substitution, and as argumentsin redices, except in the function position of an application. Using the double index con-vention, we write �.e[.j := 'j ] to indicate the simultaneous �lling of the holes .j withthe corresponding lambdas 'j from some previously speci�ed family f'jgj2J of lambdaabstractions. The de�nitions of substitution, free variables, and hole �lling are entirelyanalogous to the common reduct case and we omit them.The decomposition lemma is modi�ed as follows. An LE-expression �.e is either an LE-value expression (element of �.V), or it can be decomposed uniquely into an LE-reductioncontext with redex hole �lled with either an LE-redex, an LE-expression hole, or an appli-cation of a lambda hole (to an LE-value).Lemma (LE-expression decomposition):(0) �.e 2 �.V; or(1) (9!�.R; �.r)(�.e = �.R[ := �.r ]); or(2) (9!�.R; �.�)(�.e = �.R[ := �[�.�]]); or(3) (9!�.R; �.�; �.v)(�.e = �.R[ := app(.j [�.�]; �.v)])



617.3.2. LE-computationThe de�nition of LE-con�gurations and LE-reduction are the natural extensions of E-con�gurations and E-reduction to the situation with lambda abstraction holes added. Thede�nition of hole touching and the uniform computation lemmas genearalize easily to thissituation.De�nition (�.K):�.K = DD �.A c �.M EE��where�.A c = A d f! �.A s�.A s = (�x:�.E) [ [�.E] [ f(?Ad)g�.M = <�.V( �.V>and the constraints speci�ed in the de�nition of actor con�gurations in x2. are satis�ed.We let �.� range over �.K , and �.� range over �.A c Filling expression and abstractionholes of an LE-con�guration, LE-actor map, LE-actor state, LE-multiset of messages, andLE-messages is de�ned in the obvious manner.An LE-con�guration, ��, is closing for e and a family f'jgj2J of lambda abstractionsif (�.�[� := e])[.j := 'j ] is a closed con�guration.De�nition (LE-Reduction): The reduction relations �7! and 7! are extended to thegeneralized domains in the obvious fashion, simply by liberally annotating metavariableswith �.'s. We omit the details.De�nition (LE-hole touching): If �.� = DD �.� �.�EE, then �.� touches a hole at aif �.�(a) = [�.e] and either �.e = �.R[ := �[�.�]] or �.e = �.R[ := app(.j[�.�]; �.v)]. Atransition from �.�[� := e][.j := 'j] touches a hole at a if the focus actor of the transitionis a and �.� touches a hole at a.Note that since an abstraction hole must be �lled with a value, they are not touchedin the same ways as arbitrary expression holes, in particular if the transition is a <fun : a>execution step where ��(a) = [�e] and �e = �.R[ := app(�x:�e0; .j[�.�])], then this is notconsidered touching the hole, .j .The (E-Uniform Computation) lemma generalizes to the situation with added ab-straction holes.Lemma (LE-Uniform Computation):(1) If �.� l�! �.�0, then �.�[� := e][.j := 'j ] l�! �.�0[� := e][.j := 'j ] for any valid �llingexpression e and family of lambda abstractions 'j .(2) If �.� has no transition with focus a (and a is an actor of �.�), then either �.� touchesa hole at a or �.�[� := e][.j := 'j ] has no transition with focus a for and valid �llingexpression e and family of lambda abstractions 'j .(3) If � l�! �0 and � = �.�[� := e][.j := 'j ], then either the transition touches a hole orwe can �nd �.�0 such that �0 = �.�0[� := e][.j := 'j ] and �.� l�! �.�0.



62Proof : Similar to the proof of (E-uniform computation) Now there are two casesin which a hole is touched in the decomposition of �.e, namely cases (2) and (3) of thedecomposition lemma.7.3.3. LE-Main TheoremTheorem (eq-reduct): Let e0; e1, '0;j ; '1;j for j < J be such that for each �.� we can�nd j 2 J such that ei[�.�] reduces uniformly via �7! steps to 'i;j [�.�] for i < 2, and thatfor each �.�, �.v , and j 2 J we can �nd �.ec such that app('i;j[�.�]; �.v) reduces uniformlyvia �7! steps to �.ec for i < 2. Then e0 �= e1.Corollary (eq-reduct): (if.lam) is an example. Here we takee0 = (�x:if(v ; ea; eb)e1 = if(v ; �x:ea; �x:eb)) where x 62 FV(v)J = fa; bg'0;j = �x:if(v ; ea; eb)'1;j = �x:ej for j 2 JProof : Let �.� = DD �.� �.�EE be a closing LE-con�guration for e0; e1; '0;j; '1;j j 2 J .Assume �0 2 F(�.�[� := e0][.j := '0;j ]) = [�i li�! �i+1 i 2 ./]. We want to �nd �.�i, andLi, such that �i = �.�i[� := e0] and, letting �1 = [�.�i[� := e1][.j := '1;j ] Li�! �.�i+1[� :=e1][.j := '1;j ] i 2 ./], we have �1 2 F(�.�[� := e1]) and obs(�0) = obs(�1). At each stagei we �rst consider dangling steps. Suppose �.�i(a) = [�.R[ := �[�.�]]] and the reductionof e0 is trivial, i.e. e0[�.�] = '0;j [�.�] for some j. Then we pre�x Li with the transitionsfor e1[�.�] �7! '1;j[�.�] and convert the E-hole to .j. This is done for each a 2 Dom(��i)meeting the condition.Now we consider the decomposition of the con�guration at stage i + 1 in the case litouches a hole. Suppose li is an execution by a with �.�i(a) = [�.R[ := �[�.�]]]. Bythe elimination of `dangling steps' we may assume that e0 is not a value expression andhence the execution occurs at the hole. Suppose also that ei[�.�] �7! 'i;j [�.�]. De�ne�.�i+1 = �.�ifa := [�.R[ := .j [�.�]]]g.Suppose li is an execution by a with �.�i(a) = [�.R[ := app(.j [�.�]; �.v)]]. Supposealso that 'i;j [�.�] reduces to ec[�.�] by �7! steps. De�ne �.�i+1 = �.�ifa := [�.R[ :=ec[�.�]]]g.It is easy to check (as in the proof of (fun-red-eq)) that fairness is preserved.7.4. Equivalence of Reduction ContextsTo establish the equivalence of reduction contexts, we de�ne templates for syntacticentities | expressions, reduction context, redexes, con�gurations | with holes to be �lledby a reduction context. We then proceed as before, to show how con�gurations can besuitably decomposed in order to de�ne the desired path correspondences.



637.4.1. R-SyntaxWe use � for reduction context holes and signify the corresponding syntactic entitieswith a mark �. We pre�x names of templates for syntactic classes by R-, thus expressiontemplates are called R-expressions, etc.De�nition (�E �V):�V= A t [X[ �X:�E [ pr(�V; �V)�E = �V[�en(�En) [ ��S [ := �E ]�S=X f! �V�e [� := R] is the result of �lling R-holes in �e with R. We give only the clause for the holecase in the recursive de�nition of �lling.De�nition (�e[� := R]):(���[ := �e])[� := R] = R[�][ := �e [� := R]]where � = ��[� := R] = �x 2 Dom(��):��(x)[� := R]De�nition (�R �E rdx):�R= f g [ �m+n+1(�Vm; �R; �En) [ ��S [ := �R]�E rdx = �en(�Vn)The clauses directly involving holes in the de�nitions of hole �lling for R-reduction contextsare:[� := R] =[ := �e ] = �e(���[ := �R])[� := R] = R�[ := �R[� := R]]where � = ��[� := R] = �x 2 Dom(��):��(x)[� := R](���[ := �R])[ := �e ] = ��� [ := �R[ := �e]]Note that �lling R-holes in R-expressions, R-reduction contexts, or R-redexes with a reduc-tion context yields an expression, a reduction context, or redex, respectively.An R-expression �e is either an R-value (element of �V) or it can be decomposeduniquely into an R-reduction context �lled with either an R-redex or an R-hole.Lemma (R-expression decomposition):(0) �e 2 �V; or(1) (9!�R; �r)(�e = �R[ := �r ]); or(2) (9!�R; ��; �v)(�e = �R[ := ���[ := �v ]])Proof : An easy induction on the structure of �e.



647.4.2. R-Con�gurationsDe�nition (�K): An R-con�guration for reduction contexts �� is formed like a con�gu-ration, but using R-expressions instead of simple expressions.�K = DD �A c �M EE���A c = A d f! �A s�A s = (�x:�E) [ [�E] [ f(?Ad)g�M = <�V( �V>We let �� range over �K , and �� range over �A c Filling holes of an R-con�guration isanalogous to �lling holes of an E-con�guration. An R-con�guration �� is closing for R if��[� := R] is a closed con�guration.7.4.3. R-ReductionDe�nition (touching R-holes): A transition l from ��[� := R] touches an R-hole ata if l is an execution transition with focus a and execution state of �� at a decomposesaccording to case (2) of the decomposition lemma.7.4.4. R-Uniform ComputationLemma (Uniform Computation): An R-redex reduces or hangs uniformly (for agiven enabling occurrence in a con�guration). Hence transitions not touching an R-hole areuniform. More precisely, if ��i[� := R] li�! �i+1, with focus a, that does not touch an R-holeat a, then li is either a receive or an execution transition in which the execution state of ��iat a decomposes according to case (1) of the decomposition lemma. Let ��i = DD ��i ��i EE.Then the decomposition of �i+1 = DD ��i+1 ��i+1 EE is de�ned as follows.Receive: In the receive case we must have that ��i(a) = (�x:�e). Thus ��i+1 = ��ifa :=[app(�x:�e; cv)], and ��i = ��i+1 + <a ( cv>.Uniform execution: In the uniform execution case ��i(a) = [�e]. where �e has theform �R[ := �r ]. In this case the step is independent of what �lls the holes. Thus we can�nd ��i+1 such that ��i li�! ��i+1 uniformly.Now we show how to establish equivalence of expressions of the form Rj [ := e] forj < 2 where the Rj [ := v ] have a common reduct for any value expression.Theorem (eq-r): If for z fresh, there is some e such that Rj [ := z] reduces uniformlyvia 0 or more �7! steps to e for j < 2, then R0[ := e] �= R0[ := e] for any e.Corollary (eq-r): (app), (cmps), (id), (letx), (let.dist), (if.dist) are instances of(eq-r).In fact we prove a slightly more general result, since we use a weaker assumption on thereduction points: for each ��, �v , we can �nd �e2 such that R��j [ := �v ] reduces uniformlyvia 0 or more �7! steps to �e2 for j < 2.



65Proof (eq-r): Suppose R0, R1 are reduction points that we wish to establish the ob-servational equivalence of. I.e. we want to show R0[ := e] �= R1[ := e] for all ex-pressions e. Let �� = DD �� ��EE be a closing R-con�guration for R0;R1. Assume�0 2 F(��[� := R0]) = [�i li�! �i+1 i 2 ./]. We want to �nd ��i, and Li, such that�i = ��i[� := R0] and, letting �1 = [��i[� := R1] Li�! ��i+1[� := R1] i 2 ./], we have�1 2 F(��[� := R1]) and obs(�0) = obs(�1). As in the expression context case, we can focusour attention on the construction of the actor con�guration part, since here also deliverablemessages can not have holes. For the base case we have ��0 = ��. Assume we have ��i andconsider cases on the transition label li. we have three cases to consider. For the base casewe have ��0 = ��. At stage i suppose ��i(a 0) = �R[ := ��� [ := �v ]]. If R��0 [ := �v ] is thecommon form (i.e. the reduction is trivial), then we pre�x Li with steps for reduction ofR��1 [ := �v ] to common form and remove this hole. This is carried out for each a 0 in thedomain of ��i.Now, suppose li is an execution with focus a that touches a hole. Thus ��i(a) = [�e]where �e has the form �R[ := ���[ := �v ]]. Suppose also that R��j [ := �v ] �7! �ec for j 2 2.Then we de�ne ��i+1 = ��ifa := [�R[ := �e2]].Let �1 = [��i[� := e1] Li�! ��i+1[� := e1] i < ./] be the constructed computationpath. Note that the transitions are the same except for the points where holes are touched,but these di�erences are not observable. Clearly, under the assumptions on Rj , �1 is acomputation path. It remains to show that the construction preserves fairness.Suppose some transition l is enabled at stage i in �1. If l is a receive or uniformexecution, then l is also enabled in �0 at stage i and will eventually occur, uniformly.Suppose l is an execution step by a with ��i(a) = [�R[ := ��� [ := �v ]]]. Either R��0 [ := �v ]is in common form and the transition occurs as soon as it is enabled in �1, or a transitionis enabled at this hole in �0. This transition will eventually occur. If R��1 [ := �v ] is not incommon form, l will happen in �1 at the same stage. If R��1 [ := �v ] is in common form,then we must consider whether l occurs at the hole { i.e. whether or not the common formis an R-value expression. If l occurs at the hole, then the same transition is now enabledin �0 and will eventually occur in both paths. Otherwise consider the decomposition afterthe transition in �0. As shown before, this reduces to considering a proper subexpressionof �R[ := ���[ := �v ]] and the process will eventually terminate with a uniform execution.eq�r8. DiscussionIn this paper we have presented a mathematical theory of actor computation.8.1. HighlightsThe highlights of this theory include:(1) a language for actor computation which is an extension of the call-by-value lambdacalculus that includes primitives for creating and manipulating actors;



66(2) the concept of an actor con�guration that makes explicit the notion of open systemcomponent;(3) an operational semantics de�ned by a labelled transition relation on con�gurations;(4) a notion of computation that incorporates fairness is an essential way;(5) a notion of observational equivalence of expressions based on traditional operationaland testing equivalence;(6) a proof that in the presence of fairness the classic three testing equivalences collapseto two;(7) a plethora of laws of expression equivalence that incorporates the equational theory ofthe embedded functional language;(8) a composition operation on actor con�gurations that is associative, commutative, hasa unit, and is thus a �rst step towards an algebra of con�gurations;(9) a notion of interaction equivalence of actor con�gurations that generalizes traditionaltrace equivalence;(10) a notion of observational equivalence of actor con�gurations that generalizes the samenotion on expressions;(11) a collection of results that establish that interaction equivalence implies observationalequivalence, and is a congruence with respect to composition;(12) examples of interaction equivalent con�gurations, and methods for establishing theirequivalence;(13) methods for establishing equivalence of expressions.8.2. Future DirectionsThe theory presented is perhaps best viewed as a starting point for further researchrather than a �nal product. In particular there at least 3 directions for further research:(a) developing an algebra of operations on con�gurations;(b) a systematic study of notions of equivalence within the actor theory;(c) developing a logic for specifying components as actor con�gurations, methods for veri-fying that programs implementing components meet their speci�cations, and methodsfor re�ning speci�cations into implementations.and 3 open problems:(a) does observational equivalence imply interaction equivalence?(b) is the conjecture (io-exp) true?(c) is there a context lemma (similar to (ciu)) for observational equivalence of expressions?Furthermore, in hindsight, the theory as presented here might bene�t from:(a) replacing the newadr, initbeh choice of language primitives by a letactor primitive;(b) making the operational semantics truly concurrent;
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7010. Index of NotationsSymbol Description xN The natural numbers, i; j; : : : ; n 2 N 1:3Y n Sequences from Y of length n, �y = [y1; : : : ; yn] 2 Y n 1:3Y � Finite sequences from Y 1:3[] The empty sequence 1:3Len(�y) The length of the sequence �y 1:3u � v The concatenation of the sequences u and v 1:3Last(u) The last element of the sequence u 1:3P! [Y ] Finite subsets of Y 1:3M![Y ] Finite multi-sets with elements in Y 1:3Y0 f! Y1 Finite maps from Y0 to Y1 1:3Y0 ! Y1 Total functions from Y0 to Y1 1:3Dom(f) The domain of the function f 1:3Rng(f) The range of the function f 1:3ffy := y0g An extension to, or alteration of, the function f 1:3fcY The restriction of f to the set Y 1:3X A countably in�nite set of variables, x; y; z 2X 2:1A t Atoms 2:1t; nil Atoms playing the role of booleans 2:1F Operations, � 2 F 2:1Fn n-ary operation symbols 2:1F0 Zero-ary operation symbols � fnewadrg 2:1F1 Unary operation symbols � fisatom;isnat;ispr; 1st; 2nd; becomeg 2:1F2 Binary operation symbols � fpr;initbeh ;sendg 2:1F3 Ternary operation symbols � fbrg 2:1L �-abstractions, �x:e 2 L 2:1V Value expressions, v 2V 2:1E Expressions, e 2 E 2:1�x:e Abstractions 2:1app(e0; e1) Application 2:1�(�e) Application of operations 2:1if(e0; e1; e2) Conditional branching 2:1letfx := e0ge1 Lexical variable binding 2:1seq(e1; : : : ; en) Sequencing construct 2:1FV(e) The free variables of the expression e 2:1ex[e0] The result of substituting e0 for x in e 2:1C Contexts, C 2 C 2:1� The hole in contexts 2:1C[e] The result of �lling the context with e 2:1



71Symbol Description xA d Actor addresses, identi�ed with X 2:2A s Actor states, (?a); (b);[e] 2 A s 2:2(?a) An uninitialized actor created by a 2:2(b) An actor with behavior b ready to accept a message 2:2:1[e] A processing actor with current computation e 2:2:1M Messages, <V(V> 2 M 2:2:1cV Communicable values, cv 2 cV 2:2:1DD� �EE�� An actor con�guration with:� { an actor map� { a multi-set of messages� { the receptionists� { the external actors 2:2:1K Actor con�gurations, � 2 K 2:2:2Erdx The set of redexes, r 2 Erdx 2:2:2R The set of reduction contexts, R 2 R 2:2:2The reduction context hole 2:2:2�7! The reduction relation for functional redexes, e0 �7! e1 2:2:27! The reduction relation for con�gurations, �0 7! �1 2:2:2�0 l�! �1 �0 7! �1 via the rule labelled by l 2:2:2Labels : Transition labels, l 2 Labels 2:2:2<fun : a> A functional transition 2:2:2<new : a; a 0> newadr redex transition with focus a 2:2:2<init : a; a 0> initbeh redex transition with focus a 2:2:2<bec : a; a 0> become redex transition with focus a 2:2:2<send : a;m> send redex transition with focus a 2:2:2<rcv : a; cv> The receipt of a message with focus a 2:2:2<out : m> A message exiting the con�guration 2:2:2<in : m> A message entering the con�guration 2:2:2T (�) All �nite sequences of labeled transitions from �, � 2 T (�) 2:2:3T 1(�) the set of all computation paths in T (�), � 2 T 1(K) 2:2:3./ 2 N[ f!g The length of a �nite or in�nite sequence 2:2:3C�g(�;L; i) The ith con�guration of the computation from � via L 2:2:3� L�! �0 A multi-step transition 2:2:3F(�) the fair subset of T 1(�) 2:2:4event A zero-ary primitive/observation 3:1<e : a> An observation transition 3:1DD�; [C]a �EE An observing con�guration 3:1O The set of observing con�gurations, O 2 O 3:1



72Symbol Description xs Signi�es that an event transition occurs 3:1f Signi�es that an event transition does not occur 3:1obs(�) The s=f classi�cation of the path � 3:1Obs(�) The s=f classi�cation of the con�guration, �, 2 fs; f ; sfg 3:1e0 �=1 e1 Testing or Convex or Plotkin or Egli-Milner equivalence 3:2e0 �=2 e1 Must or Upper or Smyth equivalence 3:2e0 �=3 e1 May or Lower or Hoare equivalence 3:2e0 �= e1 Operational equivalence (either �=1 or equivalently �=2) 3:2Hang The set of all stuck expressions, stuck 2 Hang 4:1In�n The set of all diverging expressions, bot 2 In�n 4:1�0 k �1 The composition of the two con�gurations 5:1i=o The interactions (Input/Output) of a path or con�guration 5:1:1sMerged The merge relation on �nite computations 5:1:1<io : a; cv> A pseudo transition 5:1:1T (�0) k T (�1) The merge operation on trees 5:1:2�0 �=i �1 Interaction equivalence between con�gurations 5:2:1�0 �= �1 Obesrvational equivalence between con�gurations 5:2:2<exec : a> Any transition with focus a, other than rcv 5:3l0 ? l1 l0 and l1 are independant transitions 5:3��� An expression hole with substitution �� 7:1�n Syntactic constructs of arity n 7:1�en Syntactic constructs of arity n (including event) 7:1�E Expressions with expression holes, �e 2 �E 7:2:1�V Value expressions with expression holes, �v 2 �V 7:2:1�S Substitutions with expression holes, �� 2 �S 7:2:1�R Reduction contexts with expression holes, �R 2 �R 7:2:1�E rdx Redexes with expression holes, �r 2 �E rdx 7:2:1�e[� := e] Expression hole �lling 7:2:1�K Con�gurations with expression holes �� 2 �K 7:2:3�A c An actor map with expression holes �� 2 �A c 7:2:3�M Messages with expression holes 7:1



73Symbol Description x.j A family of abstraction holes 7:3X�. The syntactic class X with expression and abstraction holes 7:3�.V Value expressions with expression and abstraction holes, �.v 2 �.V 7:3�.E Expressions with expression and abstraction holes, �.e 2 �.E 7:3.�.SN Abstraction holes annotated with substitutions 7:3�.e[.j := 'j ] Abstraction hole �lling 7:3��� A reduction context hole 7:4�E Expressions with reduction context holes, �e 2 �E 7:4�V Value expressions with reduction context holes, �v 2 �V 7:4�S Substitutions with reduction context holes �� 2 �S 7:3�e [� := R] Reduction context hole �lling 7:4�R Reduction contexts with reduction context holes, �R 2 �R 7:4�E rdx Redexes with reduction context holes, �r 2 �E rdx 7:4�K Con�gurations with reduction context holes, �� 2 �K 7:4�A c Actor maps with reduction context holes, �� 2 �A c 7:4�M Messages with reduction context holes 7:4�A s Actor states with reduction context holes 7:4
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